
  IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE FIFTH CIRCUIT

No. 08-70019

DELMA BANKS, JR

Petitioner-Appellee

v.

RICK THALER, Director, Texas Department of Criminal Justice,

Correctional Institutions Division

Respondent-Appellant

Appeal from the United States District Court 

for the Eastern District of Texas

Before HIGGINBOTHAM, BARKSDALE, and DENNIS, Circuit Judges.

RHESA HAWKINS BARKSDALE, Circuit Judge:

At issue is whether Delma Banks, Jr., is entitled to habeas relief for his

capital-murder conviction, because of the State’s non-disclosure to Banks’

counsel of the transcript of the prosecution’s pre-trial interview of a key witness.

See Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) (addressing the suppression of

favorable, material evidence).

The murder occurred in April 1980.  That fall, a Texas state-court jury

convicted Banks; he was sentenced to death.  Legal proceedings in the nearly 30

years since have included a direct appeal, three state habeas petitions with two
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evidentiary hearings, two federal habeas proceedings with an evidentiary

hearing, two opinions from our court, and one from the Supreme Court.

In 2004, the Court held: the State’s suppressing a key punishment-phase

witness’ (Robert Farr’s) police-informant status affected “the reliability of the

jury’s verdict regarding punishment”, Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668, 703 (2004);

and, therefore, Banks was entitled to habeas relief for his sentence.  Id. at 705.

It also held: a certificate of appealability (COA) should have been granted

regarding the State’s suppressing a transcript of a key guilt-phase witness’

(Charles Cook’s) pre-trial interview with prosecutors and a law-enforcement

officer (the Cook transcript); and, therefore, this matter was remanded to our

court to consider whether, because of this suppression, Banks is also entitled to

habeas relief for his conviction.  Id. at 705-06. 

Accordingly, that same year, we rendered an opinion on an issue related

to the claim for which the Court had granted the COA, Banks v. Dretke, 383 F.3d

272 (5th Cir. 2004), and remanded this matter to district court “in order for it (1)

to determine whether Banks’ Cook-transcript Brady claim was tried by implied

consent of the parties; and (2) if it was, to decide that claim”.  Id. at 281.

In this third proceeding in our court, the State contests the district court’s

on-remand April 2008 Brady-based grant of habeas relief for Banks’ conviction.

The district court concluded, inter alia: habeas relief should be granted because

the State failed to disclose the Cook transcript to Banks for use in his trial. 

Because Brady’s materiality prong is not satisfied, the habeas relief for

Banks’ conviction is VACATED.  The Court’s grant of habeas relief for Banks’

sentence is, of course, not affected by this opinion.  This matter is remanded to

district court for further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

VACATED IN PART and REMANDED.
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I.

The facts and procedural history have been extensively discussed in

numerous previous opinions.  See, e.g., Banks v. Cockrell, 48 F. App’x 104, 2002

WL 31016679 (5th Cir. 20 Aug. 2002) (unpublished), rev’d, 540 U.S. 668 (2004).

They are provided in great detail again, however, because proper analysis of the

instant Cook-transcript Brady claim necessarily involves a careful review of

them.

A.

On Friday evening, 11 April 1980, 16-year-old Richard Whitehead (the

victim) and a 14-year-old female friend encountered 21-year-old Banks at a

bowling alley, and agreed to give him a ride home.  Departing in the victim’s

distinctive, multi-colored Mustang, the trio ended up drinking Coors beer

together in a secluded park near Nash, Texas.  Nash is approximately four miles

west of Texarkana, Texas, and is located in Bowie County.  

Around 11:00 p.m., the trio left the park and drove the victim’s friend

home.  The victim and Banks left the friend’s house in the Mustang; they briefly

visited another of the victim’s friends; and, shortly before midnight, the victim

and Banks left that house together in the Mustang.

A few hours later, at about 4:00 a.m. on Saturday, 12 April, two gunshots

were heard coming from the part of the park where the victim and Banks had

been drinking beer.  On 15 April, the victim’s body was found in that portion of

the park.  He had been shot three times with what was later determined to be

a .25 caliber Galesi pistol (one of the shots was between his eyes from very close

range); his Mustang was missing; and empty cans of Coors beer were strewn

about.

On Saturday morning, 12 April, Banks traveled approximately 175 miles

to Dallas, Texas.  He arrived by 8:30 a.m., about four and one-half hours after
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the gunshots had been heard.  When Banks arrived in Dallas, he was driving a

distinctive, multi-colored Mustang.

In Dallas, on the morning Banks arrived, Charles Cook and his wife were

standing outside, waiting for a bus.  Banks, who did not know them, pulled up

in the Mustang and asked for directions.  Cook talked Banks into giving his wife

a ride to work, and the three departed in the Mustang.  After dropping Cook’s

wife off at work, Cook and Banks continued to ride around together for much of

the day; they visited some of Cook’s acquaintances; and Banks stayed the next

two nights with Cook and his family at Cook’s grandparents’ house in Dallas

(Cook’s house).

That Saturday, 12 April, while riding around Dallas in the Mustang, and

after Cook noticed blood on one leg of Banks’ trousers, Banks said he had shot

a “white boy”.  That evening, Banks told Cook that he had “decided to kill the

white boy for the hell of it and take his car and come to Dallas”.  Cook noticed

that Banks had a pistol; the next evening (Sunday), Cook took the pistol away

from Banks and hid it.  It was later identified as the .25 caliber Galesi murder

weapon.

On Sunday, 13 April, Banks made a collect call to his mother in

Texarkana, from Cook’s house; Banks’ mother urged him to turn himself in.

Later that weekend, Banks shared this information with Cook’s neighbor,

Bennie Lee Jones. 

After spending Saturday and Sunday night with Cook, Banks was given

money by Cook’s wife; and, on Monday, 14 April, he boarded a Greyhound bus

bound for Texarkana.  (Nash, where Banks lived, is near Texarkana.)  Early on

Tuesday morning, 15 April (the day the victim’s body was found near Nash),

Cook abandoned the multi-colored Mustang in West Dallas; it was never

recovered.  Shortly thereafter, Cook sold Banks’ .25 caliber Galesi pistol, along

with some jumper cables and tools from the Mustang, to his neighbor, Jones.
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Later that month, Banks telephoned Cook twice, in an attempt to recover

his (Banks’) pistol.  On 23 April, Banks returned to Dallas.  He traveled with two

acquaintances, Farr and Marcus Jefferson; and, unknown to Banks, he was

followed by law-enforcement personnel.  Farr was Banks’ girlfriend’s brother-in-

law.  (As noted, he was also a paid police informant; this suppressed status was

the basis for the Court’s granting habeas relief for Banks’ sentence.)  Marcus

Jefferson was Banks’ girlfriend’s brother.  

Upon arriving in Dallas, Banks drove around, looking for Cook’s house.

Upon locating it, Banks went to the door of the house, while Farr and Marcus

Jefferson waited in the vehicle; Banks asked Cook for his (Banks’) gun; he

returned to the vehicle; and they departed.  In the vehicle, Banks told Farr and

Marcus Jefferson: Cook didn’t have his (Banks’) gun because he had given it to

someone else; and Cook, instead, gave Banks a .22 caliber pistol.

Departing from Cook’s house, Banks, still traveling with Farr and Marcus

Jefferson, apparently got lost trying to find the way back to the highway.  The

still-trailing law-enforcement personnel, after observing several traffic

violations,  initiated a traffic stop of Banks’ vehicle.  A .22 caliber pistol was

recovered from the vehicle; Banks was arrested; and, after his arrest, Farr and

Marcus Jefferson were released.

On 24 April, the day after Banks had attempted to retrieve his pistol from

Cook, law-enforcement personnel: visited Cook; asked for Banks’ pistol; and were

taken, by Cook, to Jones’ house.  There, Jones returned the .25 caliber Galesi

pistol to Cook, who provided it to the police.  (This was the pistol later

determined to be the murder weapon.) 

B.

Banks was tried for capital murder in the fall of 1980.  Between the April

1980 murder and Banks’ trial, Cook provided an affidavit / statement on 24 April

1980 to law-enforcement personnel; and, prior to trial, he was interviewed by a
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law-enforcement officer and prosecutors, after which a transcript was made (the

earlier-referenced Cook transcript).

The 24 April affidavit, provided the day after Cook was visited by Banks,

Farr, and Marcus Jefferson, was given on the day Cook provided the murder

weapon to the police.  This statement consisted of a typed, two-page, single-

spaced sworn affidavit (based on an initial, hand-written statement by Cook at

the police station that same day), describing his interactions with Banks during

the weekend following the murder; and an addendum, consisting of a one-

paragraph sworn affidavit, confirming that the pistol reclaimed from Jones was

Banks’ pistol.  At Banks’ trial, his counsel received and reviewed the April 1980

affidavit prior to cross-examining Cook.

The pre-trial Cook-transcript at issue in this appeal is an undated, 38-

page, typed transcript, not signed by Cook.  It is the transcript of the pre-trial

interview of Cook, conducted by members of the prosecution team and a law-

enforcement investigator.  It was not provided to Banks’ counsel for the 1980

trial.  It was, instead, produced pursuant to a discovery order in conjunction with

Banks’ 1999 federal habeas evidentiary hearing.  See Banks, 2002 WL 31016679,

at *4.  The total document, as produced to Banks, was a 75-page packet

consisting of one complete copy of the 38-page Cook transcript, and a nearly-

complete second copy of that transcript (pages 24 through 38, followed by pages

2 through 23, and missing page 1).  The complete copy has some underlining and

other hand-written notations, made by the lead prosecutor at Banks’ trial (who

died before the 1999 federal court evidentiary hearing).  

1.

As discussed, on 24 April 1980, the day he obtained the murder weapon for

the police, Cook also provided them with the two-page, single-spaced, typed

statement (and a one-paragraph addendum), both in the form of sworn

affidavits.  Among other things, Cook, in that April 1980 affidavit, stated: he
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noticed blood on Banks’ leg while they were riding around in the multi-colored

Mustang; Banks said “he got in to [sic] it with a white boy”; Banks said he shot

the “white boy” and “the bitch is dead”; Banks, later in the evening, talked about

“killing [the white boy] and taking his car to Dallas just for the hell of it”; Cook

took Banks’ pistol away from him; Cook later sold it to his neighbor, Jones, along

with booster cables and a small tool box taken from the Mustang; and Cook

further assisted Banks by abandoning the Mustang in Dallas, after Banks had

returned to Texarkana by bus.

This April 1980 affidavit is consistent with, and very closely matches,

Cook’s trial testimony.  (That testimony is described in detail, infra.)  At trial,

this affidavit was provided to, and reviewed by, Banks’ counsel at the conclusion

of Cook’s direct examination and prior to his being cross-examined.  Banks’

counsel did not object to the manner in which it was produced by the State, such

as not receiving it before trial.  He requested, and was given, time to review it,

with the jury in recess, after noting to the court: “[I]t’s a lengthy statement.  It’s

going to take me a few minutes to read it”.    

2.

As noted, before Banks’ trial (apparently during the prior week), Cook was

interviewed by members of the Banks trial’s prosecution team, along with

Investigator Huff of the Bowie County (Texas) Sheriff’s Department.  (Nash is

located in that county.)  A transcript was made of the interview—the earlier-

described “Cook transcript”.  That undated, unsigned, 38-page transcript forms

the basis for the instant Brady claim.  The transcript begins with an Assistant

District Attorney (interviewer) stating to Cook: 

What we want to do first is go through it and let you just tell us best

[sic] you can remember everything you know about Delma Banks

and about this case and we’ll try not to stop you any more than we

have to – let you just kinda [sic] run through it as you remember it,

then go back and pick up some specifics.
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The transcript’s first 18 pages consist largely of Cook’s description of the events

at issue, beginning with the moment he met Banks and continuing through 24

April 1980, when he provided the police with the affidavit; the interviewer’s

interruptions in this portion of the transcript are minimal and clarifying in

nature.  The balance of the transcript consists primarily of the interviewer’s

probing and testing Cook’s story; pointing out inconsistencies in his statements;

pressing him for further details; and questioning him about his criminal history

and legal problems.   

Cook’s description of the events at issue, as stated in the transcript, is

quite consistent with his April 1980 affidavit.  In the transcript, Cook stated,

inter alia: he noticed blood on Banks’ leg while they were riding around in the

multi-colored Mustang; Banks said “I got into it with a white boy” and “I think

I knocked him off”; and Banks, later in the evening, talked about killing the

“white boy” in a park while drinking beer after “decid[ing] he wanted his car”.

Cook further stated: he took Banks’ pistol away from him; he later sold it to his

neighbor, Jones, along with “battery cables” and a small tool box taken from the

Mustang; and he further assisted Banks by abandoning the Mustang in Dallas,

once Banks had returned by bus to Texarkana.

As noted, the prosecution did not provide the Cook transcript to Banks’

attorney prior to, or during, trial.  (During the June 1999 federal habeas

evidentiary hearing, another Assistant District Attorney (the ADA), one of the

prosecutors at the 1980 trial, testified that he did not believe the State had been

required to produce this pre-trial interview to Banks’ attorney.  See Transcript

of Evidentiary Hearing at 45-46, Banks v. Johnson, No. 5:96-CV-353 (E.D. Tex.

7-8 June 1999).)  For the trial, Banks and his attorney apparently were not

aware of the Cook transcript; and, accordingly, unlike Cook’s April 1980
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affidavit, the transcript was not available for trial use by Banks’ attorney,

including for cross-examining Cook.         

C.

Banks was tried in Texas state court for capital murder during the fall of

1980.  During the trial’s guilt and punishment phases, the Rule was invoked;

accordingly, witnesses were instructed not to communicate with each other and

were sequestered until called to testify.

1.

The two-day guilt phase began on 29 September 1980, the jury’s having

been selected the prior week.  Cook’s importance as a witness was noted in the

State’s opening statement.  (Banks did not make one.)  The State called 16

witnesses, including Cook, Farr, and Marcus Jefferson.  (The guilt-phase

testimony is described in detail in part II.B., concerning the instant Brady

claim.)

On 30 September 1980, the State rested; Banks rested without presenting

a defense.  In closing arguments, each side focused extensively on Cook’s

testimony and credibility.  The jury retired at approximately 8:00 p.m. and

returned its verdict about three hours later, finding Banks guilty of capital

murder.

2.

On 1 October 1980, the punishment phase began.  The State called two

witnesses: Farr and Vetrano Jefferson (the older brother of the above-referenced

Marcus Jefferson).

As noted, Farr’s suppressed-informant status provided the basis for

punishment-phase habeas relief.  Farr testified: he, Banks, and Marcus

Jefferson drove to Dallas so that Banks could reclaim his pistol to commit armed

robberies.
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Vetrano Jefferson was Banks’ wife’s brother, and, as noted, the older

brother of Marcus Jefferson.  Vetrano Jefferson testified: one week before the

victim’s death, Banks struck him (Vetrano Jefferson) with a pistol and

threatened to kill him.

The defense then called ten witnesses, including Banks.  (Cook was not

called as a witness during this phase.)  

The jury found the requisite special issues, and the death penalty was

imposed.

D.

In 1982, on direct appeal, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed

the conviction and sentence.  Banks v. State, 643 S.W.2d 129 (Tex. Crim. App.

1982).  The Supreme Court denied review.  Banks v. Texas, 464 U.S. 904 (1983).

E.

Banks next filed three state habeas petitions, all of which were denied.

Evidentiary hearings were conducted for the first and second petitions.

The first raised, inter alia, a Swain-based jury-discrimination claim and

a sufficiency-of-the-evidence claim.  Ex parte Banks, No. 13,568-01 (Tex. Crim.

App. 1984) (unpublished); see also Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202 (1965),

overruled by Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986).  The second raised, inter

alia, another sufficiency-of-the-evidence claim.  Ex parte Banks, 769 S.W.2d 539,

540 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989).  The third raised, inter alia, claims for ineffective

assistance of counsel, jury discrimination, withholding material impeachment

evidence on Cook and Farr, and insufficient evidence supporting future

dangerousness.  Ex parte Banks, No. 13,568-03 (Tex. Crim. App. 11 Jan. 1996)

(unpublished).  

F.

In March 1996, Banks filed a federal habeas petition, after having

contacted Farr and Cook.  As described in our 2002 opinion, Banks’
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communications with Farr and Cook took place roughly two decades after Banks’

conviction and were claimed to have the following results:

Farr revealed he had been a paid informant.  And, Cook stated:

significant portions of his testimony were false and given under

pressure from authorities; Deputy Huff [the Bowie County

investigator for the murder] and others assured him that, in

exchange for favorable testimony, a pending charge in Dallas

County would be dismissed; and his testimony had been rehearsed

on several occasions.

Banks, 2002 WL 31016679, at *4.

1.

In his federal petition, in claiming numerous violations of his

constitutional rights, Banks raised: failure to grant change of venue; at least 11

instances of ineffective assistance of trial counsel; improper district-attorney

contact with prospective jurors and their being improperly excluded, based upon

their responses and race; improper reference to Banks’ decision not to testify;

improper jury instructions related to burden of proof and Banks’ intent;

prosecutorial misconduct; improper admission of prior-offense evidence during

the punishment phase; failure to prove Banks posed a threat of future violence;

arbitrary and discriminatory imposition of the death penalty; unconstitutionality

of Texas’ death-penalty statute; and ineffective assistance of appellate counsel.

See Banks v. Johnson, No. 5:96-CV-353 (E.D. Tex. 11 May 2000) (unpublished

report and recommendation of the magistrate judge).

The magistrate judge to whom the matter was referred for a report and

recommendation granted Banks limited discovery and an evidentiary hearing

on, inter alia, his prosecutorial-misconduct Brady claims (including: Farr’s

informant status; and whether, with prosecutors, Cook had a deal for his

testimony).  At this point, pursuant to a discovery order, the Bowie County

District Attorney’s office produced documents related to Banks’ trial; the Cook

transcript was among them.  Subsequently, at the June 1999 evidentiary
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hearing, the ADA, one of the prosecutors at the 1980 trial, confirmed:  at trial,

his earlier-referenced co-counsel (who had died before the evidentiary hearing)

was in possession of the transcript and several pages of handwritten notes; and

they were not disclosed to Banks prior to, or during, the trial.  See Banks, 2002

WL 31016679, at *4.

Cook testified at the June 1999 evidentiary hearing.  His testimony

sharply contradicted the State’s.  Among other things, he claimed: his April 1980

affidavit was, in many respects, incomplete and untruthful; and portions of his

trial testimony were untruthful.  See id.

Essentially pursuant to the recommendations of the magistrate judge

following the June 1999 evidentiary hearing, the district court concluded, inter

alia, that Banks was entitled to habeas relief with respect to his death-penalty

sentence, because Farr’s informant status had not been disclosed by the State;

and was not entitled to habeas relief with respect to his conviction.  Banks, at

this point, urged two Cook-related Brady claims.  

One was the instant Cook-transcript Brady claim.  As our 2002 opinion

noted: “The district court refused to consider the Brady claim concerning the

[Cook] transcript”.  Id. at *23 (emphasis omitted).  Although Banks did not

expressly raise this claim in his habeas petition, he included allegations

pertaining to it in his proposed findings and conclusions, objection to the

magistrate judge’s report and recommendation, and Rule 59 motion.  Banks’

Rule 59 motion, which sought to amend the judgment, inter alia, to include the

Cook-transcript Brady claim, was denied by the district court.  See id.

The other Brady claim was that Cook had a deal with prosecutors to give

false testimony at trial in exchange for the dismissal of a pending, unrelated

arson charge.  The district court, adopting the magistrate judge’s

recommendations, was unpersuaded by this deal-for-Cook’s-testimony Brady

claim because, inter alia, the arson had not yet been committed when Cook
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provided his sworn April 1980 affidavit to the police.  See Banks v. Johnson, No.

5:96-CV-353 (E.D. Tex. 11 May 2000) (unpublished report and recommendation

of the magistrate judge); Banks v. Johnson, No. 5:96-CV-353, 2000 WL 35482430

(E.D. Tex. 18 Aug. 2000) (unpublished district court opinion and order), rev’d, 48

F. App’x 104 (5th Cir. 2002).

Because Banks’ federal petition was filed prior to the 1996 effective date

of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA), that Act was not

applicable to the claims raised in his federal habeas petition.  E.g., Banks, 540

U.S. at 687 n.9 (citing Lindh v. Murphy, 521 U.S. 320, 336-37 (1997)).  Banks

was required, however, to obtain a certificate of appealability (COA), pursuant

to AEDPA, to appeal any denied claim, including the instant Cook-transcript

Brady claim.  Banks, 540 U.S. at 705; see Green v. Johnson, 116 F.3d 1115, 1120

(5th Cir. 1997); 28 U.S.C. § 2253(c)(1)(A).  

The district court denied a COA for both Cook Brady claims.  Accordingly,

among other issues presented to our court, Banks requested a COA for each of

those Brady claims.

2.

On appeal in 2002, our court reversed the district court in part, denying,

inter alia, habeas relief for the sentence, concerning the Farr Brady claim.  As

had been done by the district court, a COA for both Cook Brady claims was

denied.  Banks, 2002 WL 31016679, at *37.  As a result, they were not among the

numerous claims considered on the merits.

In denying a COA for the Cook-transcript Brady claim, we held, inter alia:

the district court had correctly refused to consider this claim, because it was not

raised in Banks’ habeas petition; and Banks never sought leave to amend his

petition to add this claim.  Id.  Regarding this issue, Banks had urged in our

court that, during the federal habeas evidentiary hearing, the Cook-transcript

Brady claim had been tried by “express or implied” consent, pursuant to Federal
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Rule of Civil Procedure 15(b) (providing, inter alia: issues not raised in the

pleadings, but litigated by implied consent of the parties, are treated as if they

had been pleaded).  We determined, however, that Rule 15 did not apply to that

evidentiary hearing.  Id.

3.

Following our 2002 denial of all habeas relief, the Supreme Court granted

review, Banks v. Cockrell, 538 U.S. 977 (2003); and it subsequently reversed part

of our 2002 holdings.  Banks, 540 U.S. at 705.  The Court reversed our denial of

Banks’ Farr Brady claim, holding, instead, that Banks was entitled to habeas

relief for his sentence, and reversed our denial of a COA for Banks’ Cook-

transcript Brady claim.  Id. at 689.

With respect to the Cook-transcript Brady claim, and addressing our

holding that this claim was barred from consideration because it was not raised

in the federal habeas petition, including our holding Rule 15 inapplicable under

the circumstances, the Court noted: “while AEDPA forbids a finding that

exhaustion had been waived unless the State expressly waives the requirement,

28 U.S.C. § 2254(b)(3), under pre-AEDPA law [applicable to Banks’ petition],

exhaustion and procedural default defenses could be waived based on the State’s

litigation conduct”.  Id. at 705.  “At least as to the application of Rule 15(b), this

case surely fits [the criteria for obtaining a COA].  A [COA], therefore, should

have issued.”  Id.  Accordingly, the Court remanded this matter to our court for

further proceedings.

4.

On remand, we held, inter alia, that, “on this record, Rule 15(b) applies to

the Cook-transcript Brady claim as addressed in Banks’ evidentiary hearing”.

Banks, 383 F.3d at 280 (emphasis omitted).  We further stated, however, that

“[w]e decline . . . to decide in the first instance whether that Brady claim was

tried by implied consent of the parties. . . . [W]e conclude that remand to the
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district court is required in order for it (1) to determine whether [that] claim was

tried by implied consent of the parties; and (2) if it was, to decide that claim”.

Id. at 281 (emphasis in original).

5.

For the August 2004 remand from our court, the district judge was the

judge who had ruled on the habeas petition in 2000.  Likewise, the magistrate

judge to whom the Brady claim was referred on remand, in order to make a

report and recommendation, was the magistrate judge who had: conducted the

federal habeas evidentiary hearing in 1999; and provided a report and

recommendation in 2000.

In March 2006, the magistrate judge provided a report and

recommendation for the two remanded issues.  Banks v. Dretke, No. 5:96-CV-

353, 2006 WL 4914890 (E.D. Tex. 23 Mar. 2006) (unpublished).  The magistrate

judge recommended: the Cook-transcript Brady claim was litigated by implied

consent of the parties; but the claim did not warrant habeas relief.

In April 2008, the district court adopted the magistrate judge’s implied-

consent recommendation; but it disagreed with the substantive recommendation,

concluding, instead:  the Cook-transcript was, inter alia, material under Brady;

and, therefore, Banks is entitled to habeas relief for his conviction.  Accordingly,

regarding Banks’ conviction and sentence, the district court ordered: “A writ of

habeas corpus shall issue . . . , ordering [the State] to release Banks from custody

unless the State of Texas, within 240 days from [1 April 2008], commences new

trial proceedings against Banks”.  Banks v. Quarterman, No. 5:96-CV-353 (E.D.

Tex. 1 Apr. 2008 (unpublished order and judgment); see also Banks v.

Quarterman, No. 5:96-CV-353, 2008 WL 906716 (E.D. Tex. 1 Apr. 2008)

(unpublished memorandum opinion).  That judgment was stayed pending

appeal.
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II.

At issue are: whether, pursuant to Rule 15(b), the Cook-transcript Brady

claim was litigated by implied consent; and, if it was, whether that claim should

be granted.  In the light of our denial of the Brady claim, infra, we could simply

assume arguendo that the claim was litigated by implied consent.  Instead, we

decide this implied-consent issue in order to provide a ruling on both issues,

should further review be requested.  

A.

Presented at the June 1999 federal habeas evidentiary hearing was, inter

alia, the Brady-based claim, raised in the petition, essentially asserting Cook

had a deal with prosecutors for his testimony.  During this hearing, however,

Banks’ counsel interjected suppression of the transcript of a pre-trial interview

with Cook.  As noted, that claim had not been raised in the petition.

As discussed, following our remand in 2004, the district court held the

issue was litigated by consent.  Banks, 2008 WL 906716, at *1.  Its Rule 15(b)

ruling is reviewed for abuse of discretion.  E.g., Smith v. EMC Corp., 393 F.3d

590, 595 (5th Cir. 2004).  That Rule provides, inter alia:

When an issue not raised by the pleadings is tried by the parties’

express or implied consent, it must be treated in all respects as if

raised in the pleadings.  A party may move—at any time, even after

judgment—to amend the pleadings to conform them to the evidence

and to raise an unpleaded issue.  But failure to amend does not

affect the result of the trial of that issue.

FED. R. CIV. P. 15(b)(2).  In deciding whether an issue was litigated by implied

consent, the court considers “[1] whether the parties recognized that the issue

entered the case at trial, [2] whether the evidence supporting the issue was

introduced at trial without objection, and [3] whether a finding of trial by

consent would prejudice the opposing party”.  Smith, 393 F.3d at 596.
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As discussed, the district court adopted the magistrate judge’s implied-

consent recommendation and held the Cook-transcript Brady claim, although

not raised in Banks’ petition, was litigated by such consent.  Banks, 2008 WL

906716, at *1.  It held: “[1] the questioning during the [June 1999 federal

habeas] evidentiary hearing put the [State] on notice of the Cook[-t]ranscript

Brady claim, . . . [2] there was no objection to the introduction of the transcript,

and . . . [3] the [State] had a fair opportunity to litigate the issue”.  Banks, 2008

WL 906716, at *1.

Regarding whether the State had notice of the claim—an issue that

tangentially affects all three prongs of the implied-consent analysis—the district

court, id., adopted the magistrate judge’s following recommendation:

[T]he crux of the questioning surrounding the transcript related to

whether Cook was instructed how to testify at trial . . . . The

transcript and testimony about the transcript at the federal

evidentiary hearing squarely brought to light evidence that Cook

was coached by law enforcement.  If the [State] did not have notice

of [Banks’] Cook-transcript Brady claim prior to the hearing, [it]

certainly should have reasonably believed that the claim was

presented once defense counsel introduced the transcript and began

examining [the ADA].

Banks, 2006 WL 4914890, at *3-4.

The State maintains the implied-consent ruling was an abuse of discretion.

It essentially contends that the requisite three factors for such consent are not

satisfied.

Banks, of course, maintains otherwise.  Accordingly, he contends there is

no reason to disturb the district court’s ruling that the Brady claim based on the

impeachment value of the Cook transcript was both recognized and litigated by

the State at the federal habeas evidentiary hearing, and, therefore, tried by

implied consent.
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1.

For the implied-consent’s recognition prong, the ADA’s evidentiary-hearing

testimony demonstrates there was sufficient questioning pertaining to the Cook

transcript, and to the Brady obligation to disclose it, to have made the State

aware that an unpleaded claim, separate and distinct from the deal-for-Cook’s-

testimony Brady claim, had been inserted in the proceedings.  Among other

things, the evidentiary-hearing transcript contains the following exchanges with

the ADA, exploring the State’s obligation to disclose the Cook transcript:

Q:  Now if that document contains – well, was that document

provided to [Banks’ counsel] prior [to] trial?

A:  According to Texas procedure he’s not entitled to that document.

. . . .

Q:  Well, how about if that witness statement contains exculpatory

material or impeaching material?

A:  Well, when you say impeaching material, I’m not sure that’s as

easily qualified as exculpatory material.  I mean, you know, you can

impeach somebody with anything.

. . . .

Q:  If that document contains statements that were inconsistent

with the testimony that you expected Mr. Cook to give at trial, were

you obligated to turn that over to [Banks’ counsel] prior to trial

pursuant to Brady v. Maryland?

A:  How would I know that?  I mean, how would you know what a

person was going to testify to at trial . . . .

Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing at 45-46, Banks v. Johnson, No. 5:96-CV-353

(E.D. Tex. 7-8 June 1999) (emphasis added).

2.

With respect to the implied-consent’s second prong, it is undisputed that

the State did not object to the introduction of the transcript, or to its use by

Banks’ counsel to show that, according to Banks’ counsel, Cook had been

coached.  See Banks, 2008 WL 906716, at *4.  The State urges: its failure to

object is excusable because the transcript is also relevant to the raised deal-for-
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Cook’s-testimony Brady claim; and, therefore, it did not object because it

expected the transcript to be used for that claim.  

3.

Finally, with respect to the implied-consent’s third prong, whether the

State had a fair opportunity to litigate the Cook-transcript Brady claim so that

there was no prejudice to the State, the evidentiary hearing spanned two days

and involved 15 witnesses.  Notably, Cook testified after the ADA; and Cook’s

testimony elaborated upon the “coaching” issues prompted by the Cook

transcript.  Along that line, Cook was asked numerous leading questions by

Banks’ counsel related to whether his testimony had been coached, including the

following:

Q:  They made it very clear that this was a very – that this case was

very important, that I would testify as they wanted me to, and that

I would spend the rest of my life in prison, if I did not.

A:  That’s true.

Q:  They repeatedly told me how to say things and insisted

repeatedly that I would testify about events that were not true.

A:  That’s true.

. . . . 

Q:  . . . That [Banks] wanted to know what it was like to kill a white

person.  Is that true or false?

A:  I was told to say that.

Q:  . . . [T]hat he wanted to kill someone for the hell of it.

A:  I was told to say that.

Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing at 144, 150, Banks v. Johnson, No. 5:96-CV-

353 (E.D. Tex. 7-8 June 1999).  

Following the hearing, the magistrate judge made this recommendation:

“The record shows that the [State] had a fair opportunity to present evidence

that Cook was not coached and to explain what transpired during Cook’s pre-

trial interview”.  Banks, 2006 WL 4914890, at *4.  The district judge adopted

that recommendation.  Banks, 2008 WL 906716, at *1.
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Having performed the three-pronged Rule 15(b) analysis, we hold the

district court did not abuse its discretion in ruling that the Cook-transcript

Brady claim was litigated by implied consent.  (The Dissent, of course, does not

dispute this holding.)  Accordingly, we turn to the merits of the Cook-transcript

Brady claim.

B.

As discussed, the district judge rejected the magistrate judge’s

recommendation that the Cook transcript was not material under Brady.

Therefore, the district judge ruled, based upon this claim, that Banks is entitled

to habeas relief for his conviction.  Id. at *2, *6.

“[F]or ‘a habeas corpus appeal, we review the district court’s findings of

fact for clear error and review its conclusions of law de novo’”.  Henderson v.

Quarterman, 460 F.3d 654, 659 (5th Cir. 2006) (quoting Martinez v. Johnson,

255 F.3d 229, 237 (5th Cir. 2001)).  (For such review, under the pre-AEDPA law

applicable here, we “generally accord[ed] a presumption of correctness to any

state court factual findings”.  Mann v. Scott, 41 F.3d 968, 973 (5th Cir. 1994).

Of course, because the instant Brady claim was not at issue in state court, no

presumption of correctness is involved.)  Claimed Brady violations are mixed

questions of law and fact, reviewed de novo.  Bower v. Quarterman, 497 F.3d 459,

466 (5th Cir. 2007).

“Brady claims” serve to protect the due-process rights of criminal

defendants.  As the Court has explained:

Under the Due Process Clause . . . , criminal prosecutions must

comport with prevailing notions of fundamental fairness.  We have

long interpreted this standard of fairness to require that criminal

defendants be afforded a meaningful opportunity to present a

complete defense.  To safeguard that right . . . . [a] defendant has a

constitutionally protected privilege to request and obtain from the

prosecution evidence that is either material to the guilt of the

defendant or relevant to the punishment to be imposed.  Even in the
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absence of a specific request, the prosecution has a constitutional

duty to turn over exculpatory evidence that would raise a

reasonable doubt about the defendant’s guilt.

California v. Trombetta, 467 U.S. 479, 485 (1984) (internal citations omitted). 

Accordingly, a Brady violation can occur even if the evidence was withheld

in good faith.  See Brady, 373 U.S. at 87.  In short, the “violation occurs when the

[State] fails to disclose evidence materially favorable to the accused”.

Youngblood v. West Virginia, 547 U.S. 867, 869 (2006).  As the Court stated in

2004, when addressing the merits of the punishment-phase Farr Brady claim

and whether Banks should have been granted a COA for his guilt-phase Cook-

transcript Brady claim:

Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263, 281-282 (1999) . . . [sets out] the

three components or essential elements of a Brady prosecutorial

misconduct claim: “The evidence at issue must be favorable to the

accused . . . ; that evidence must have been suppressed by the State

. . . ; and prejudice must have ensued” . . . . [C]oincident with the

third Brady component (prejudice), prejudice . . . exists when the

suppressed evidence is “material” for Brady purposes.

Banks, 540 U.S. at 691 (internal citations omitted).

Suppressed evidence is material for Brady purposes “‘if there is a

reasonable probability that, had the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the

result of the proceeding would have been different’”.  Strickler, 527 U.S. at 280

(quoting United States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 682 (1985)) (emphasis added).

Along this line, “a ‘showing of materiality does not require demonstration by a

preponderance [of the evidence] that disclosure of the suppressed evidence would

have resulted ultimately in the defendant’s acquittal’”.  Youngblood, 547 U.S. at

870 (quoting Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995)).  Instead, the reversal

of a conviction “require[s] . . . a ‘showing that the favorable evidence could

reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a different light as to
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undermine confidence in the verdict’”.  Youngblood, 547 U.S. at 870 (quoting

Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435) (emphasis added).

On remand in district court, the State did not contest the suppression

prong; instead, it urged Brady’s remaining prongs were not satisfied.  Banks,

2008 WL 906716, at *2.  In response, the district court ruled: “the Cook pre-trial

transcript is both favorable and material under Brady”, id. at *6; and,

accordingly, Banks “satisfied his burden of showing a reasonable probability that

there would have been a different result in this case had the transcript been

disclosed to the defense”, id. (emphasis added).  The State’s likewise not

contesting here Brady’s second prong (suppression), we turn to the other two.

Pursuant to our de novo review, although Brady’s first prong (whether document

favorable) has been satisfied, its third (materiality) has not.

1.

Regarding whether the withheld Cook transcript was favorable, Banks

essentially urges it could have been used at trial to impeach Cook.  Impeachment

evidence “falls within the Brady [disclosure] rule” because “[s]uch evidence . . .

may make the difference between conviction and acquittal”.  Bagley, 473 U.S. at

676.  Moreover, any evidence that may have affected the jury’s verdict, including

impeachment evidence, satisfies Brady’s first prong.  Id.  

As discussed in more detail infra, the Cook transcript could have been

used to attempt to impeach Cook with respect to his trial testimony that, inter

alia, he had not spoken pre-trial to anyone about his testimony.  Accordingly, the

Cook transcript clears the Brady favorable vel non threshold.

2.

Turning to Brady’s third prong, we must consider whether “the suppressed

evidence is ‘material’”.  Banks, 540 U.S. at 691 (quoting Strickler, 527 U.S. at

282).  Again, it is material “if there is a reasonable probability that, had the

evidence been disclosed to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have
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been different”.  Bagley, 473 U.S. at 682 (emphasis added).  As also discussed,

a reasonable probability of a different result is shown when the suppression of

evidence “undermines confidence in the outcome of the trial”.  Kyles, 514 U.S. at

434 (quoting Bagley, 473 U.S. at 678).  

Toward that end, the Supreme Court has emphasized four aspects of the

Brady materiality inquiry.  First, a materiality showing does not require

demonstration by a preponderance of the evidence that disclosure of the

suppressed evidence would have resulted in acquittal; second, the materiality

inquiry is not a sufficiency-of-the-evidence test; third, once materiality is

established, harmless error analysis has no application; and fourth, materiality

must be assessed collectively, not item by item.  Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434-36.

For the instant Brady claim, we can consider only the Cook transcript, and

the effect, if any, that its suppression had on the jury trial.  Concomitantly, it is

important to emphasize what we cannot consider.

We cannot reconsider already-disposed-of habeas issues, including, inter

alia, sufficiency-of-the-evidence challenges, ineffective-assistance-of-counsel

claims, and Brady-based allegations that Cook had a plea-bargain-type deal with

prosecutors.  Along this line, the Dissent at 4-5 and 18-22 erroneously spends

pages analyzing what it describes as: “The Farr Brady evidence”.

As the Supreme Court noted, the district court’s Farr-based grant of

habeas relief was only for the punishment phase of the trial; in the Court’s own

words, it was “solely with respect to the capital sentence”.  Banks, 540 U.S. at

689.  The Court’s writ of certiorari pertaining to the Farr Brady claim was

limited solely to considering the “Farr Brady claim as it trains on [Banks’] death

sentence”, id.; in other words, a guilt-phase Farr Brady claim was never before

the Court.  See Petition for Writ of Certiorari, Banks v. Cockrell, 540 U.S. 690,

2002 WL 32135512 (granted only with respect to “Suppression of Impeachment

Evidence of Key Penalty Witness Farr”, “Ineffective Assistance of Counsel at
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Penalty Phase”, and “Suppression of Impeachment Evidence of Key Guilt Phase

Witness Cook” (emphasis added)).  (The one requested issue for which the writ

was not granted concerned claimed improper exclusion of minority jurors.  See

Banks, 540 U.S. at 689.)  In short, the Dissent’s reintroducing a guilt-phase Farr

Brady claim is completely improper because that claim is an already-disposed-of

habeas claim.

We note, as well, that the district court, in its 2008 opinion, clearly

understood that Banks’ guilt-phase habeas claim rests only on the suppression

of the Cook transcript.  In the district court’s 2000 opinion, issued by the same

district judge as the 2008 opinion, the court held Banks entitled to a Farr-based

grant of habeas relief for the punishment phase, but further held Farr’s

suppressed informant status immaterial to the guilt phase.  Banks, 2000 WL

35482430, at *2.  A COA was not granted for a guilt-phase Farr Brady claim.

Accordingly, for the district court’s 2008 opinion: the magistrate judge, in

recommending that the Cook transcript’s suppression was not material, made

no mention of Farr’s guilt-phase testimony, Banks, 2006 WL 4914890; and,

likewise, the district court, in holding that the suppression was material, also

made no mention of Farr’s guilt-phase testimony, Banks, 2008 WL 906716.

We similarly note that Banks, in his brief for this appeal, does not attempt

to use Farr’s guilt-phase testimony as a justification for granting guilt-phase

habeas relief.  Banks’ brief never even remotely suggests that the already-

disposed-of Farr Brady claim should be reconsidered; in fact, that brief barely

mentions Farr, and does so only in the context of discussing this case’s

background and the Court’s punishment-phase grant of habeas relief.  Likewise,

Banks’ counsel made no mention of Farr during oral argument.  Although “the

part[y] alleging a Brady violation[] ha[s] the burden of establishing all three

prongs of the Brady test”, United States v. Edwards, 442 F.3d 258, 267 n.9 (5th

Cir. 2006), it is the Dissent, and not Banks, which has sua sponte reintroduced
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the guilt-phase Farr Brady claim into this appeal.  (The Dissent does not address

this well-established rule.)  As discussed in further detail infra, however, we

need not decide whether consideration of Farr is waived by Banks’ not

addressing it, and we need not rely on our view that Farr’s suppressed informant

status is not properly before our court for the instant guilt-phase materiality

analysis, because, even assuming that Farr should be included in our materiality

analysis, our conclusion remains the same.  

In sum, our court, for this appeal, must assess the collective impact of the

Cook transcript’s being suppressed.  Kyles, 514 U.S. at 436.  Already-disposed-of

habeas claims are not properly before us, and may not be considered in our

assessment of the Cook transcript’s materiality.  Similarly, the already-disposed-

of guilt-phase Farr Brady claim is not properly before us, but, because it has

been resurrected by the Dissent, it is discussed in greater detail below to

demonstrate that its inclusion does not change our holding Brady’s materiality

prong is not satisfied.  

Returning to what cannot be considered in this appeal, we also cannot

consider newly-raised claims which, in effect, seek to re-try this case.  For

example, the Dissent at 4 complains: “The State failed to introduce the Mustang

car or any of its contents into evidence”; and, at 23, comments on the

“unexplained absence of the victim’s Mustang”.  Describing the State’s not

introducing the Mustang into evidence as both “unexplained” and a “fail[ure]”

is, of course, simply not accurate—the record shows that the State was unable

to introduce the Mustang into evidence because, following its abandonment, it

was never located or recovered.  The more important point, however, is that,

although evidence must be assessed for the purpose of placing the Cook

transcript into context for our materiality assessment, we cannot allow our

assessment to morph into a complete re-trial of this case, where we look back to

1980 to speculate about, inter alia, how extensive the search was for the
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Mustang or why the prosecutor did not introduce its contents into evidence.  As

we review the record for the purpose of assessing the Brady materiality of the

Cook transcript, we simply cannot allow that review to expand into an unlimited

re-trial of this entire case, in which we consider newly-raised claims or, as

discussed supra, in which we consider already-disposed-of claims.

As another example of a newly-raised claim that Banks and the Dissent

use toward, in effect, re-trying this case, Banks, in his brief and during oral

argument, questions the validity of the firearms expert’s trial testimony.  That

expert opined: “[T]he two bullets [from the victim’s body] which were submitted

by Doctor DiMaio and the single bullet [found on the ground in a mass of

congealed blood which was] submitted by Deputy Huff and also the two spent

cartridge cases . . . had [all] been fired in the .25 caliber Galesi pistol which

[Deputy] Huff submitted”.  This now-challenged expert testimony was not cross-

examined at trial, let alone raised as a basis for habeas relief.  (The Dissent at

4 similarly notes, among other things, that the firearms expert “was not asked

. . . to explain the reliability or margin of error of his methodology or results” and

the coroner was not asked to estimate the time of death; and, at 23, describes

that expert’s opinion, which was not cross-examined, as “conclusory”.)  Needless

to say, expert-witness challenges, first raised almost 30 years after trial, and

other challenges of that kind, are completely beyond the scope of the Cook-

transcript Brady issue at hand.  (And again, as discussed supra, a sufficiency-of-

the-evidence habeas claim was also considered and denied long ago, Ex parte

Banks, 769 S.W.2d at 540; a COA for that claim was not granted; and this type

of already-disposed-of claim cannot be considered as part of the instant appeal.)

Concerning the Cook transcript itself, we cannot consider the handwritten

comments and other notations appearing in the transcript.  During the June

1999 evidentiary hearing, the ADA (the “second chair” prosecutor at Banks’ trial)

identified the handwritten items as having been made by the District Attorney
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(the DA), the lead prosecutor at Banks’ trial.  (As discussed, the DA died before

the evidentiary hearing.)  The ADA testified that he was familiar with the DA’s

handwriting, and that the DA had been in possession of the Cook transcript

during the trial.  Transcript of Evidentiary Hearing at 45, Banks v. Johnson, No.

5:96-CV-353 (E.D. Tex. 7-8 June 1999).  That the DA had made notations for

himself on the transcript makes sense, of course, as he was the prosecutor who

conducted the direct and re-direct examination of Cook (and all other guilt-phase

witnesses) during Banks’ trial.  Obviously, had the transcript been disclosed to

Banks’ counsel for trial, those handwritten items would not have been included.

See, e.g., Rose v. State, 427 S.W.2d 609, 611 (Tex. Crim. App. 1968) (no error

where defense counsel was not permitted to examine work-product statement of

prosecuting attorney). 

Moreover, there is no evidence that, prior to trial, Cook ever saw these

handwritten items, nor, for that matter, any evidence that he even saw the

transcript.  Banks notes, among other things, that various passages had stars

drawn next to them or were underlined or bracketed, and that some passages

had brief notes written by them.  For example, for a passage in which Cook

stated he had been at home (in Dallas) on Friday night, 11 April 1980 (when

Banks first joined the victim in Texarkana), the DA wrote: “Stayed home Fri

Night”.

Banks primarily takes issue with “Do not say” being written in the margin

next to a criminal-history passage in which Cook admits to having assaulted a

teacher, discussed infra.  While Banks urges this shows improper witness

coaching, we disagree.  The Cook transcript was produced from Cook’s pre-trial

interview; and, again, there is no evidence suggesting that Cook ever saw the

transcript, nor the notes placed on it. 

Finally, we cannot consider Cook’s post-trial statements, in which—almost

20 years later—he claimed his trial testimony was untruthful.  This includes his
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1998 written statement, in which he—in a statement obviously drafted by

someone else, as shown by comparing it with his April 1980

affidavit—disavowed, inter alia, portions of his written and signed April 1980

affidavit and his trial testimony.

We emphasize, in the preceding paragraphs, what we may not consider

largely because the Dissent overreaches regarding what it means to consider

materiality collectively, as required, inter alia, by Kyles, 514 U.S. at 436.  In that

regard, United States v. Sipe, 388 F.3d 471 (5th Cir. 2004), is instructive.  While

the instant appeal addresses a Brady claim for one item of suppressed evidence

(the Cook transcript), Sipe addressed Brady claims for five different suppressed

items.  Our court considered each of the five suppressions properly before it, and

concluded:

Even if none of the nondisclosures standing alone could have

affected the outcome, when viewed cumulatively in the context of

the full array of facts, we cannot disagree with the conclusion of the

district judge that the government’s nondisclosures undermined

confidence in the jury’s verdict.

Id. at 477.

Unlike Sipe, there is only one Brady claim properly before this court.  As

discussed, neither COAs nor a writ of certiorari were granted for a guilt-phase

Farr Brady claim, a sufficiency-of-the-evidence claim, or similar claims.  Our sole

task is to evaluate the effect that disclosure of the Cook transcript would have

had on Banks’ trial.  Doing so collectively, in this context, entails: examining the

usefulness of the various statements favorable to Banks that are contained in

that transcript; and then considering whether all of those statements, considered

together, and not item-by-item, collectively undermine confidence in the outcome

of the trial’s guilt-phase.  In other words, was the Cook transcript’s suppression

material for Brady purposes?
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a.

For our materiality analysis, we begin by reviewing all trial evidence from

the two-day guilt phase.  As discussed, this review is performed to determine

whether there is a “reasonable probability that, had the [Cook transcript] been

disclosed to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have been different”.

Bagley, 473 U.S. at 682 (emphasis added).  Performing this initial analysis, it

becomes apparent that, had Cook not testified at all, the jury had ample

evidence with which to find Banks guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

During the two-day guilt phase, the following testimony relevant to our

Brady analysis was presented to the jury by witnesses called by the State.

(Again, Banks did not present a defense.)  For most of these witnesses, cross-

examination, if any, was extremely brief.

Patricia Hicks, the victim’s 14-year-old friend, testified:  she was with the

victim on Friday, 11 April 1980; they were in his Mustang, which was green with

an off-color hood; they first encountered Banks that evening, outside a bowling

alley (in Texarkana); she did not know Banks, but he approached them and

asked for a ride home; the victim agreed, and the three left the bowling alley

together; they next purchased two six-packs of Coors beer; they went to a park

outside of Nash, Texas, where Hicks had two beers and the victim and Banks

each had about four; the three of them left the park in the victim’s Mustang at

approximately 11:00 p.m.; the victim and Banks soon dropped Hicks off at her

house; and the victim and Banks departed in the victim’s Mustang.

On cross-examination of Patricia Hicks: Banks’ counsel asked three

questions.  The first was whether there was “animosity or hard feeling” between

the victim and Banks (no); the second and third were whether Hicks saw “other

blacks” at the bowling alley (no).

Patty Bungardt, the victim’s 20-year-old friend, testified: she saw the

victim and Banks together on Friday evening, 11 April 1980; they were in the
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victim’s Mustang; and they stopped at her house around 11:30 p.m. for ten or 15

minutes before departing together in the Mustang.

Patty Bungardt was not cross-examined. 

Mike Fisher, who had been asleep in a house near the park in Nash, Texas,

testified: he was sleeping in a house located approximately 100 yards from the

park (where Hicks, the victim, and Banks had been drinking beer); and he was

awakened by the sound of two gunshots at approximately 4:00 a.m. on Saturday,

12 April 1980. 

On cross-examination of Mike Fisher: Banks’ counsel asked two questions,

which clarified that Fisher had heard two gunshot-like noises. 

Larry Whitehead, the victim’s father, testified: his son’s automobile was an

extremely distinctive 1969 two-door Mustang; it was primarily light metallic

green in color, with a black vinyl top; but, due to ongoing repairs, it had a

primer-red hood, a black left-front fender, a light blue area near the right-front

fender, and no grill.  (As discussed infra, witnesses testified that Banks was

later seen driving this distinctly-painted, multi-colored vehicle in Dallas.  The

Dissent at 4 characterizes Banks as having been seen driving merely a “similar”

Mustang.) 

Larry Whitehead was not cross-examined. 

Investigator Willie Huff, of the Bowie County Sheriff’s Department,

testified: the victim’s body was found on the morning of 15 April 1980 in a park

outside Nash, Texas; Huff reached the scene at approximately 10:00 a.m., and

he began to conduct an investigation; at the crime scene, he recovered seven

empty cans of Coors beer, two spent .25 caliber cartridge casings, and a fired

bullet, which he “found in a mass of congealed blood under the [victim]’s ear, on

the ground”; and he provided the recovered cartridge casings and bullet to one

of the State’s firearms examiners, Allen Jones.
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Huff further testified: his investigation determined Banks was the last

person to be seen with the victim; he put Banks under surveillance; later that

month, on or about 23 April 1980, he followed Banks, Farr, and Marcus Jefferson

to Dallas, Texas; Banks was driving; the trio went to Cook’s house at

approximately 3:00 a.m.; Banks exited the vehicle, went to the door of the house,

and soon returned to the vehicle carrying a small object; after the trio left Cook’s

house, the police initiated a traffic stop; and they found a .22 caliber pistol in the

vehicle.  

Huff further testified: he later returned to Cook’s house and asked Cook

for Banks’ weapon; Cook then retrieved Banks’ .25 caliber Galesi pistol from his

neighbor’s (Bennie Lee Jones’) house and handed it over to Huff; and Huff

provided that pistol to one of the State’s firearms examiners, Allen Jones.

On cross-examination of Investigator Huff: Banks’ counsel asked

approximately 30 questions, which explored Huff’s discovery of the spent shell

casings and fired bullet, and primarily focused on their subsequent chain of

custody.  Later in the guilt-phase, after Huff had been re-called by the State,

Banks’ counsel asked Huff three more questions.  They were, essentially,

whether Farr and Cook were “doper[s]”; Huff responded: “To my personal

knowledge, I don’t know.”

Marcus Jefferson, Banks’ 19-year-old acquaintance, testified:  he was with

Banks and Farr on the April 1980 trip to Dallas, Texas; and, after they had

visited Cook’s house, Banks returned to the vehicle and “said some broad had his

gun, so they gave him another gun”.  (Emphasis added.) (The Dissent’s attempt

to discredit this testimony, including its mischaracterization of it, is discussed

in detail, infra.)

Marcus Jefferson was not cross-examined.

Robert Farr, Banks’ acquaintance (not disclosed as a police informant until

the federal habeas proceeding), testified:  he was with Banks and Marcus
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Jefferson on the April 1980 trip to Dallas, Texas; and, after they had visited

Cook’s house, Banks returned to the vehicle and “said that his gun was in West

Dallas, and [Cook] gave him a .22”.  (Emphasis added.)  (The Dissent at 3

contends the State’s proving capital murder was “crucially dependent” upon

Farr’s credibility.  It was not.  Farr was an important punishment-phase witness,

because his testimony that Banks wanted to retrieve his gun for the purpose of

committing armed robberies was a primary reason why the State was able to

urge future dangerousness during the punishment phase; but, as noted here,

Farr’s guilt-phase testimony was far less extensive, and was essentially

duplicative of Marcus Jefferson’s above unchallenged guilt-phase testimony.  See

also Banks, 540 U.S. at 689 (considering Farr “solely with respect to the capital

sentence” (punishment phase)); Banks, 2000 WL 35482430, at *2 (adopting the

magistrate judge’s conclusion that, “even if Farr’s informant status had been

revealed at trial, the outcome of the guilt phase of the trial would have been the

same”).  In sum, and contrary to the Dissent’s assertions at 3 and 24, Farr’s

guilt-phase testimony was not “crucial”, because it essentially just repeated the

earlier, unchallenged testimony of Marcus Jefferson; and, for that same reason,

Farr’s testimony was not “uncorroborated”.)

On cross-examination of Robert Farr: Banks’ counsel asked approximately

50 questions.  More than half explored Farr’s criminal history and drug use (i.e.,

“How long has it been since you shot up, Robert”; and “Are you holding now,

Robert”).  Farr admitted readily to extensive drug use.  The other questions

explored: whether Farr had a deal with prosecutors for his testimony; and

whether he knew Cook. 

Charles Cook, the witness central to the instant Brady claim, testified: he

first met Banks at about 8:00 a.m. on Saturday, 12 April 1980, while he and his

wife were outside, waiting for a bus; Banks drove up in a green, two-tone

Mustang with a brown hood and a black side; Banks said he did not know
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anyone in Dallas and asked for directions to a cheap place to stay; Cook talked

Banks into driving his wife to work; and the trio departed in the Mustang.

Cook further testified: after Banks had dropped Cook’s wife off at work,

Banks and Cook continued to drive around in the Mustang; Cook noticed blood

on the right leg of Banks’ trousers; Banks said he “got into it on the highway

with a white boy” and had shot him; they then went to Cook’s grandparents’

house (Cook’s house), where Cook gave Banks a change of clothes; Banks was

introduced to Cook’s grandmother at the house; they next drove to a friend’s

house to see Cook’s sister’s new baby; and then, around mid-day, they drove to

a rent-by-the-hour motel, so that Banks could take a bath and sleep.  

Cook further testified: while Banks was at the motel, Cook used the

Mustang to run errands; he then retrieved Banks from the motel; they picked

Cook’s wife up from work in the Mustang; and the trio returned to Cook’s house,

where Cook got permission from his grandparents for Banks to spend the night.

(As noted, the house belonged to Cook’s grandparents; Cook lived there with his

wife and child.)  

Cook further testified: that Saturday night, he allowed Banks to sleep in

his child’s room; around midnight, he observed Banks sitting on the bed looking

depressed and asked him what was wrong; Banks responded: he had lied about

the altercation taking place on the highway earlier in the day; “me and this

white boy and his girl friend was riding around”; “the white boy went to the car

to get another beer”; Banks “decided to kill the white boy for the hell of it and

take his car and come to Dallas”; and he shot the “white boy”. 

Cook further testified: that Saturday night, he then noticed Banks had a

pistol with him; the next morning (Sunday) he took Banks out early, intending

to find a different place for him to stay; Banks telephoned his mother in

Texarkana from Cook’s house during the day; Banks’ mother told him to turn
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himself in; Cook took Banks’ pistol away from him on Sunday evening and hid

it; and Cook then allowed Banks to sleep at his house that night.  

Cook further testified: the next day (Monday), he and Banks drove the

Mustang to the bus station; he watched Banks board a Greyhound bus bound for

Texarkana; Cook drove the Mustang back to his house; early on Tuesday

morning, Cook abandoned the Mustang in West Dallas (it was never recovered

following this abandonment); and, shortly thereafter, he sold Banks’ pistol, along

with some tools taken from the Mustang, to his neighbor, Bennie Lee Jones.  

Cook further testified: Banks telephoned him later in the week, asking

Cook to mail the pistol to Banks, but Cook took no action; several days later,

Banks telephoned again, saying he needed to see Cook and that he had decided

not to turn himself in; Banks then showed up at Cook’s house, again asking for

his pistol; and Cook told Banks he had gotten rid of it.  (As discussed supra, Farr

and Marcus Jefferson both traveled to Dallas with Banks for this encounter, and

were waiting in a vehicle outside Cook’s house while Banks spoke to Cook near

the door of the house.  At trial, as discussed above, Farr testified: upon returning

to the vehicle, Banks “said that his [Banks’] gun was in West Dallas, and [Cook]

gave him a .22”.  The Dissent at 4 incorrectly states that “Farr’s testimony

provided the only cogent corroboration . . . that Banks had brought the murder

weapon to Dallas and had left it with Cook”.  The Dissent inexplicably dismisses

the above-discussed, nearly-identical corroborative statement provided by

Marcus Jefferson, who testified (prior to Farr’s testifying): upon returning to the

vehicle, Banks “said some broad had his [Banks’] gun, so [Cook] gave him

another gun”.  Marcus Jefferson is not the subject of a Brady claim, and his

testimony is not challenged on appeal.)

Cook further testified: soon after Banks had attempted to retrieve his

pistol from Cook, police officers showed up at his house asking for Banks’ pistol;

Cook retrieved it from Jones’ house; and he gave it to the police.
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On cross-examination of Charles Cook: Banks’ counsel reviewed Cook’s

April 1980 affidavit and then asked approximately 55 questions.  Approximately

half of them focused upon impeachment of Cook’s credibility by raising past

criminal offenses and drug use (i.e., “Number one, you fell [sic] in Dallas County

in ‘72, didn’t you”; and “What were you strung out on, Mr. Cook”).  Cook

admitted, inter alia, to drug use and having two convictions.  Cook denied, three

times, talking to anyone about his testimony prior to trial. (Cook’s denials during

cross-examination relate to the instant Brady claim; as discussed supra, and as

discussed in more detail, infra, the Cook transcript shows that he had

participated in a pre-trial interview with prosecutors and Investigator Huff.)

Banks’ counsel also pursued, with little success, a line of questioning that

apparently was intended to advance a defense theory that Cook and Farr were

partners in a narcotics operation, and that they had framed Banks for the

victim’s murder.  (During oral argument before our court for the instant appeal,

however, Banks’ counsel conceded that he does not contend Cook is a suspect in

the victim’s murder.)  

Ida Marie “Rita” Cook, Charles Cook’s wife, testified: she first met Banks

at about 8:30 a.m. on Saturday, 12 April 1980, while she and Cook were outside

waiting for a bus; Banks drove up in a Mustang that was green, black, and

“another color”; Banks drove her to work; he stayed with the Cooks over the

weekend; and, on Monday, she gave him money so that he could return to

Texarkana on a Greyhound bus.  

As noted in the discussion of Cook’s cross-examination, supra, Banks’

counsel had attempted to advance a defense theory that Cook and Farr were

partners in a narcotics operation, and that they had framed Banks for the

victim’s murder.  In that regard, during direct examination, Rita Cook further

testified: she was originally from Texarkana (near Nash), but did not know

Banks prior to Saturday, 12 April 1980; her husband, Cook (who was not from
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Texarkana), had last visited Texarkana in late summer of 1979; and she and

Cook had been together at home (in Dallas) on the night of Friday, 11 April 1980

(when Banks met the victim in Texarkana).

On cross-examination of Ida Marie “Rita” Cook: Banks’ counsel asked

approximately 35 questions.  Approximately 28 of them explored her and her

husband’s drug use and criminal background.  She admitted to drug use and

having a drug-related conviction.  The other questions primarily explored the

Cooks’ income.  No questions were asked about their connections to Texarkana.

Bennie Lee Jones, Charles Cook’s neighbor, testified: he saw and spoke to

Banks on the street outside of his (Jones’) house on the weekend of 12 April

1980; Banks then mentioned that he was in some sort of trouble and that his

mother wanted him to turn himself in; Jones later purchased a pistol and some

tools from Cook; and he gave the pistol back to Cook when Cook, accompanied

by police officers, asked for it.  Jones identified the murder weapon, a .25 caliber

Galesi pistol, as the pistol he had purchased from, and returned to, Cook.

On cross-examination of Bennie Lee Jones: Banks’ counsel asked nine

questions, which essentially clarified that Jones knew Cook and had purchased

the murder weapon, jumper cables, and a tool set from him. 

Bennie Whiteurs, Charles Cook’s grandfather, testified: Banks stayed in his

house with Cook during the weekend in question. 

On cross-examination of Bennie Whiteurs: Banks’ counsel asked four

questions.  After clarifying that Cook is Whiteurs’ grandson, Banks’ counsel

asked whether Cook had been at home with Whiteurs (in Dallas) on the night

of the murder; Whiteurs answered he had. 

Carol Cook, Charles Cook’s sister, testified: she gave birth on Easter

Sunday, 6 April 1980; the next Saturday, 12 April, Banks and Cook visited her

during the day to see her baby; and Banks and Cook arrived, and departed, in

a green Mustang. 
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On cross-examination of Carol Cook: Banks’ counsel asked seven

questions.  The first six essentially established that she was an unwed mother

on welfare; the seventh was: “Okay.  You know that your brother, Charles

[Cook], is in a heap of trouble, don’t you?”  She responded: “No, I don’t know

what you mean.  You–no, I don’t.”

Lou Ann Hamby, of the General Telephone Company in Texarkana, Texas,

testified: she was in charge of customer records for the telephone company; she

had in her possession a customer bill for Delma Banks (Sr.), detailing long-

distance calls; and that bill showed that a collect call had been placed from

Cook’s house to Banks’ house during the weekend in question.

Lou Ann Hamby was not cross-examined. 

Dr. Vincent DiMaio, a Dallas County medical examiner, testified: he

examined the victim’s body on 15 April 1980; the victim died as a result of three

gunshot wounds; “powder tattooing” on the victim’s face indicated that one shot,

entering between his eyes, had been fired at a distance of only 18 to 24 inches;

the victim’s blood contained a small amount (.036) of alcohol, which was the

equivalent of “something like one and a half beers”. 

DiMaio further testified: during his examination of the victim, he

recovered one bullet from the victim’s back, and a second bullet from the victim’s

chest cavity; and he gave these bullets to the State’s firearms examiners, Larry

Fletcher and Allen Jones.  (As noted, the third bullet, which had exited the

victim’s head, was recovered by Investigator Huff at the crime scene.)

On cross-examination of Dr. Vincent DiMaio:  Banks’ counsel asked two

questions, which clarified that the victim’s blood alcohol, as assessed after his

death, was the “equivalent [of] something like one and a half beers”.

Larry Fletcher, a firearms examiner at the Dallas County Institute of

Forensic Sciences, testified: Investigator Huff provided his laboratory with, inter

alia, a recovered bullet and two spent .25 caliber cartridge casings for testing.
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Larry Fletcher was not cross-examined.

Allen Jones, a firearms examiner at the Dallas County Institute of Forensic

Sciences, testified: he examined and tested the items received from Dr. DiMaio

and Investigator Huff, consisting of the .25 caliber Galesi pistol, the pistol’s

magazine, and the recovered bullets and cartridge casings; and his opinion was

that all recovered bullets and casings were fired by that .25 caliber Galesi pistol.

Allen Jones was not cross-examined.

Accordingly, among other evidence: Hicks and Bungardt testified Banks

was with the victim on the night of the murder; Huff testified his investigation

concluded Banks was the last person to be seen with the victim; Fisher testified

he heard gunshots coming from the park at approximately 4:00 a.m.; and the

firearms expert opined the recovered bullets that killed the victim were fired by

the .25 caliber Galesi pistol.  Moreover, and perhaps even more importantly,

other witnesses provided evidence similar to Cook’s, including: Ida Marie Cook,

who testified that Banks approached her and her husband (Cook) at around 8:00

a.m. on 12 April 1980 in a Mustang matching the distinctive description of the

victim’s vehicle, that he stayed the weekend with them, and that he left on a

Greyhound bus; Whiteurs, who testified that Banks spent the weekend with

Cook at his house; Carol Cook (Cook’s sister), who testified that Banks and Cook

visited her on 12 April 1980 in the distinctive, multi-colored Mustang; Bennie

Lee Jones, who testified that Cook sold to him, and subsequently reclaimed, the

.25 caliber Galesi murder weapon, and who further testified that Banks stated

to him that he was in some sort of trouble and that his mother wanted him to

turn himself in; Hamby, who testified that a collect call had been placed from

Cook’s house to Banks’ parents’ house on the weekend in question; and Farr and

Marcus Jefferson, who testified that, during the late-April visit to Cook’s house,

Banks was trying to get “his gun” back from Cook.  Compare to Strickler, 527

U.S. at 293 (detailing evidence provided by other witnesses in its materiality
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finding, after noting that, while the key witness (the subject of that case’s Brady

claim) “provided the only disinterested, narrative account of what transpired

. . . [, that witness’] vivid description of the events . . . was not the only evidence

that the jury had before it”).

The Dissent at 4 urges that the evidence set forth above, without Cook’s

testimony, provided the jury with nothing more than “suspicion” that Banks

committed capital murder.  This is simply an inaccurate description of the

overwhelming evidence of Banks’ guilt that the jury was able to consider.  Had

Cook not testified, the jury still would have had evidence showing, inter alia:

Banks was the last person seen with the victim; the victim was found murdered

in the portion of the park where he and Banks had earlier been drinking beer

together; Banks then, after gunshots were heard in the park, traveled

approximately 175 miles to Dallas, Texas, in a distinctive green, red, and black

Mustang matching the description of the victim’s vehicle; Banks told Cook’s

neighbor he was in some sort of trouble; the murder weapon showed up in Cook’s

house—175 miles from the scene of the crime—on exactly the same weekend

Banks did, despite Banks’ and Cook’s not having known each other until that

weekend; and Banks later returned to Cook’s house to reclaim “his gun”.

Compare to id. at 292-93 (deciding, in its materiality finding, that “[e]ven if [the

witness at issue] and her testimony had been entirely discredited, the jury might

still have [reached the same conclusion]”).

Of course, our analysis of the trial evidence, besides Cook’s testimony, is

not meant to suggest that Cook was not a key witness for the prosecution.

Among other evidence, he offered valuable testimony at trial that was not

corroborated by other witnesses: Banks had blood on his trousers; he confessed

to killing a “white boy”; he confessed to taking the victim’s vehicle; and he

possessed the .25 caliber Galesi pistol up until Cook took it away from him on

Sunday night.  As demonstrated above, however, even if Cook’s credibility were
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to have been further impeached at trial, the majority of his extensive testimony

was corroborated by other witnesses; and, even if Cook’s testimony was

completely discredited by the jury, the jurors still had an abundance of other

evidence with which to find Banks guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.  

b.

The Dissent at 11 strongly criticizes the above analysis, in which we have

fully disregarded Cook’s trial testimony, as merely applying  a “sufficiency-of-

evidence test”.  The above analysis, however, is only the starting point for our

materiality evaluation.  Just as with the Brady analysis performed in Strickler,

527 U.S. at 292-93, a thorough examination of the trial evidence, besides Cook’s

testimony, provides a starting point for assessing the Cook transcript’s

materiality.  As our court explained in Sipe,

a Brady determination is inevitably a contextual inquiry, involving

questions of both law and fact.  Moreover, it is intimately

intertwined with the trial proceedings: because the court must judge

the effect of the evidence on the jury’s verdict, the Brady decision

can never be divorced from the narrative of the trial.  In addition,

the court must consider not simply the withheld evidence in

isolation, but also the quantity and quality of other evidence in the

record.

388 F.3d at 479 (emphasis omitted); see also Smith v. Black, 904 F.2d 950, 967

(5th Cir. 1990) (“The materiality of Brady material depends almost entirely on

the value of the evidence relative to the other evidence mustered by the state.”),

vacated on other grounds, 503 U.S. 930 (1992).

The Dissent itself, in its materiality analysis at 14-15, engages in a similar

evidentiary review to support its assertions that “Cook’s testimony . . . was the

only direct evidence warranting a guilty-as-charged verdict”, and that “the

prosecution would have had only inconclusive circumstantial evidence”, had

Cook’s testimony been “impeached or discredited”.  (On the one hand, the

Dissent, in urging the Cook transcript’s suppression was material, is completely
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correct, at 14, to review and analyze the evidence in attempting to support a

materiality finding.  See also Dissent at 23 (“To determine whether confidence

in the verdict is undermined by the suppression, we must necessarily evaluate

the strength or weakness of the State’s other evidence of guilt.”).  On the other

hand, the Dissent at 11-12 then inexplicably faults this opinion for engaging in

the same analysis to explain our ruling that the suppression was not material.)

As discussed in Sipe, supra, our evidentiary review assists in evaluating

the Cook transcript’s materiality by exploring the extensive corroboration of

almost all of Cook’s testimony and by placing that testimony into context with

all of the other evidence supporting Banks’ conviction.  This contributes to our

determination that “the favorable evidence could [not] reasonably be taken to

put the whole case in such a different light as to undermine confidence in the

verdict”.  Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435; see also Dissent at 12.

Having examined the trial evidence, our evaluation continues in order to

further confirm that a materiality finding does not rest upon disallowed

sufficiency-of-the-evidence or harmless-error analyses.  See Kyles, 514 U.S. at

434-35.  Because the jury heard Cook’s testimony, we next consider what Banks’

counsel might have been able to accomplish on cross-examination of Cook, had

the Cook transcript been available.

Our cross-examination consideration of the Cook transcript focuses on its

value as an impeachment tool.  The Dissent at 13-14 cites Tassin v. Cain, 517

F.3d 770 (5th Cir. 2008), Sipe (5th Cir. 2004), and United States v. Fisher, 106

F.3d 622 (5th Cir. 1997), as examples of instances where Brady materiality was

found because suppressed evidence would have permitted impeachment of key

witnesses.  Tassin concerned the prosecution’s witness’ testimony contradicting

the defendant’s; and, the suppressed evidence would have shown that the

prosecution’s witness had a deal for her testimony.  See Tassin, 517 F.3d at 772.

(Whether Cook had a deal for his testimony is, of course, an already-disposed-of
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Brady claim.)  Sipe, as previously discussed, involved the collective assessment

of five different suppressions.  See Sipe, 388 F.3d at 477.  And Fisher involved

the suppression of an FBI report in which the described events “directly

contradict[ed]” a key witness’ trial and grand-jury testimony.  See Fisher, 106

F.3d at 634.  (A far cry from the instant case, where the Cook transcript, while

containing some inconsistencies, certainly does not directly contradict, and

generally mirrors, Cook’s trial testimony and his April 1980 affidavit.)  The

primary import from these cases is that an evaluation of materiality is a fact-

intensive examination done on a careful, case-by-case basis. 

The transcript could have been used primarily to show Cook was not

truthful when, during his trial testimony, he denied, three times, talking before

trial to anyone about his testimony.  Even without the Cook transcript, but

possessing Cook’s April 1980 affidavit, Banks’ counsel—evidently, and quite

logically, knowing no prosecutor would place a key witness like Cook on the

stand without first interviewing him—expressed great doubt when Cook denied

talking to anyone before trial about his testimony. 

While the Cook transcript would have allowed Banks’ counsel, as

discussed more fully below, to address Cook’s trial-testimony denials, we first

note that, consistent with the above doubt expressed by Banks’ counsel, there is

absolutely nothing improper about the prosecutors’ having interviewed Cook

prior to trial.  Again, as shown above, Banks’ counsel recognized this.  This is in

keeping with one of the most basic and well-known rules of trial advocacy:

“Never ask a question for which you do not know the answer”.  Ward v. Whitley,

21 F.3d 1355, 1362 (5th Cir. 1994) (addressing that concept in the context of

cross-examination).  

The Dissent at 15 criticizes this portion of our analysis as confusing

improper attorney witness coaching with the higher duties owed by prosecutors.

Acknowledging, of course, that prosecutors are held to a higher standard, we
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nevertheless observe, again, that there is absolutely nothing improper about the

prosecutors’ having interviewed Cook prior to trial.  (Indeed, not having done so

would have been extremely questionable.)  This pre-trial-interview practice, of

course, was in existence long before the instant 1980 capital-murder trial.  As

the Court noted in United States v. Ash—a case which specifically dealt with

prosecutorial pre-trial preparation—“the interviewing of witnesses before trial

is a procedure that predates the Sixth Amendment.  In England in the 16th and

17th centuries counsel regularly interviewed witnesses before trial”.  413 U.S.

300, 318 (1973) (addressing prosecutorial pre-trial preparation in the context of

“photographic displays”) (citing 9 W. HOLDSWORTH, HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW

226-228 (1926)).

Along that line, there is little, if any, impeachment value to a mere

showing that Cook had met with prosecutors prior to trial.  As shown by Banks’

counsel’s reaction at trial, such a meeting was expected; moreover, it was

completely proper under Texas law as it existed at the time of the trial.  See, e.g.,

TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 39.14 (Vernon 1983) (effective 1 Jan. 1966)

(addressing the State’s pre-trial possession of, inter alia, “written statements of

witnesses”); cf. Mathis v. State, 469 S.W.2d 796, 799 (Tex. 1970) (prosecutor has

a duty to interview a co-indictee prior to trial); Jackson v. State, 501 S.W.2d 660,

663 n.2 (Tex. Crim. App. 1973) (recognizing the likelihood of pre-trial witness

interviews by prosecutor); Whitfield v. State, 492 S.W.2d 502, 504 (Tex. Crim.

App. 1973) (noting the prosecutor interviewed the witness prior to trial); see

generally Goldberg v. United States, 425 U.S. 94 (1976) (discussing prosecutor’s

pre-trial witness interviews in the context of the Jencks Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3500).

Returning to our analysis of the Cook transcript’s impeachment value, the

transcript, as the Dissent notes at 6, is, obviously, evidence that Cook did discuss

his testimony with prosecutors before trial.  Banks’ counsel could have used the
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Cook transcript to address Cook’s testimony that he did not discuss his

testimony with anyone prior to trial. 

On the other hand, Cook’s April 1980 affidavit, which Banks’ counsel

possessed at trial, showed he had met with police long before trial that

September.  Indeed, Banks’ counsel used the April 1980 affidavit to make this

very point during closing argument.  After Cook had denied, three times, not

talking to anyone prior to trial about his testimony, Banks’ counsel specifically

referenced the April 1980 written affidavit that had been disclosed to him at

trial by the prosecution in arguing to the jury that this affidavit was proof that

Cook had perjured himself on the witness stand when he denied not talking to

anyone prior to trial.  Banks’ counsel told the jury:

Even though [Cook] says I’ve never talked to anybody in my life

about this case, you know that’s not the truth.  You know that is not

true, because I stood up and I said, “Your Honor, under the rules of

law I’m entitled to see the statement that he gave them.”  He had it.

The District Attorney’s office produced [the April 1980 affidavit].

Along this line, the jury was already aware, for its credibility determination,

that Cook had not been truthful about talking to others prior to trial.  See Felder

v. Johnson, 180 F.3d 206, 213 (5th Cir. 1999) (“Suppressed evidence is not

material when it merely furnishes an additional basis on which to impeach a

witness whose credibility has already been shown to be questionable”.) (quoting

United States v. Amiel, 95 F.3d 135, 145 (2d Cir. 1996)).  Had the Cook

transcript been produced, it would merely have allowed Banks’ counsel to add

one more example to the Cook-lied-about-not-talking-to-others point that counsel

was already making to the jury.

Banks correctly notes that the Cook transcript would have been useful

with respect to an assault to which Cook admitted on direct examination.  When,

utilizing another, well-recognized prudential trial tactic, the State preemptively

questioned Cook about his extensive criminal history, Cook was relatively
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candid, acknowledging, for example: “I pleaded guilty [to theft in 1976] because

I was guilty”.  This criminal-history line of questioning was, of course, likely

pursued by the State in order to lessen the effectiveness of anticipated cross-

examination.  Banks notes, however, that when Cook was asked about a 1972

assault conviction, he admitted to the assault, but stated he could not remember

whom he had assaulted.  In the Cook transcript, however, as noted supra, he had

told the interviewer that the victim was a school teacher.  (This is the above-

described point at which “Do not say” was written in the margin by the DA.)

Had Banks’ counsel been in possession of the Cook transcript, he could

have used it, as the Dissent agrees at 10: to show an inconsistency in Cook’s

testimony regarding the identity of the person assaulted; to urge that Cook lied,

at trial, when he said he could not remember the identity of that person; and to

further insinuate that Cook was not a trustworthy witness.  The jury, however,

was already well aware that Cook was a drug user with an extensive criminal

history.

In addition, Banks urges the Cook transcript could also have been used to

impeach Cook during cross-examination by pointing to inconsistencies between

it and Cook’s April 1980 affidavit.  Among other things, he notes that Cook’s

recollections differ regarding the colors of the clothing that he gave to Banks,

and when, precisely, he first noticed Banks’ pistol.  Despite the existence of these

minor inconsistencies, however, the Cook transcript and the April 1980 affidavit

are both quite consistent with Cook’s trial testimony on the major points at

issue.  All provide largely-identical accounts: of Banks’ weekend with the Cooks

in Dallas, supported in part, inter alia, by the testimony of Ida Marie Cook,

Bennie Lee Jones, Bennie Whiteurs, Carol Cook, and Lou Ann Hamby; and of

Banks’ subsequent return to Dallas to get “his gun”, supported in part, inter alia,

by the testimony of Marcus Jefferson, Robert Farr, and Investigator Willie Huff.
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As discussed in more detail infra, for such reasons, the Cook transcript

would also have been helpful to Banks because, during closing argument, the

prosecution stressed to the jurors that Cook had been honest with them.  Beyond

these points, however, the transcript provides very little impeachment value.

Contrary to Banks’ assertions, it consists largely of nothing more than pages of

recollections by Cook, with inconsistencies in those recollections later pointed

out by those conducting the interview.  As our examination, below, of the

question-and-answer exchanges between Cook and the interviewers

demonstrates, the extensive “coaching” claimed by Banks is simply not present.

(In disagreeing with this assessment, the Dissent at 12-13 points to the Court’s

2004 opinion in this case, which, for this issue, dealt only with the applicability

of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 15(b).  In the introductory paragraphs of that

opinion, the Court, inter alia, described Cook’s trial testimony as “intensively

coached by prosecutors and law enforcement officers”.  Banks, 540 U.S. at 675.

Obviously, the factual description by the Court is not the law of the case with

respect to the Cook-transcript Brady claim; the Court’s 2004 opinion did not

address the merits of that claim.  (Of course, had it decided the Cook-transcript

Brady claim on the merits, the Court could have rendered with respect to that

claim, instead of remanding.)  The Court’s 2004 opinion, as it relates to Cook,

answered a purely legal question, determining: Rule 15(b) is applicable to this

habeas proceeding; and, accordingly, a COA should have issued for the Cook-

transcript Brady claim.  Id. at 703-05.  The merits of the Cook-transcript Brady

claim were addressed, for the first time, by the district court on remand.  See

Banks, 383 F.3d at 281.)

Turning to our above-referenced examination of the Cook transcript’s

question-and-answer exchanges, the extensive “coaching” claimed by Banks is

not reflected.  Along that line, we first observe that the transcript begins with

the interviewer telling Cook: 
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What we want to do first is go through it and let you just tell us best

[sic] you can remember everything you know about Delma Banks

and about this case and we’ll try not to stop you any more than we

have to – let you just kinda [sic] run through it as you remember it,

then go back and pick up some specifics.

(Emphasis added.)  This is consistent with how to interview a witness before

trial.  The witness is asked to tell his version of the facts without coaching or

other suggestion, and then the interviewer circles back to probe, test, and

further explore any portions of that version that may be inconsistent with the

witness’ earlier statements, or other expected evidence. 

True to this method, the first half of the Cook transcript consists largely

of Cook’s description of the events at issue, beginning with the moment he met

Banks and continuing through 24 April 1980, when he provided the police with

the affidavit; the interviewer’s interruptions during the first 18 pages of the

transcript are minimal and clarifying in nature.  For example:

Q:  Now, what did ya’ll do that night?

A:  Rode around and you know, showing him different places and

things.

Q:  Okay.

A:  Had a few beers.

Q:  Okay.  Go ahead.

A:  Now, that night I went in, I asked my grandmother . . . . 

Next, and also true to this interview method, the interviewer takes a more

active role during the latter half of the interview.  It is here that Banks claims

several instances of improper “coaching” by the interviewer.  The interviewer’s

questions are not, however, coercive or otherwise improper.  Instead, and quite

understandably, the interviewer probes and tests Cook’s story; points out

inconsistencies in his statements; presses him for further details; and questions

him about his own criminal history and legal issues.  For example, when Cook

was asked about the circumstances surrounding his April 1980 affidavit (which,

again, was provided to Banks at trial), the following exchange took place:
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Q:  Did [the police] tell you he was a white boy?

A:  Yeah, they told me he was a white boy, [sic]

Q:  Now, see you told me that you that [sic] they didn’t tell you

anything.  They just put you in a room and told you to start writing

and now you’ve come up with two or three things they’ve told you.

Now, I wanna [sic] know what they told you.

This is not coercive or otherwise improper, nor is it valuable impeachment

material for Banks’ attorney.  It merely illustrates an instance where the

interviewer identifies a fact that had been omitted by Cook earlier in the

interview; and, quite naturally, presses Cook, here, to find out if there have been

other omissions as well.  The interviewer did not put words into Cook’s mouth

in this exchange, nor did he suggest other items that might be added to the

above-discussed list of things that the police had told Cook; this is a completely

proper attempt, by the interviewer, to ensure that this list of items provided to

him by Cook is complete.

Similarly, Banks points to the interviewer’s later comment to Cook that

“[y]our statement [in the April 1980 affidavit about when you noticed blood on

Banks’ pants] is obviously screwed up”.  The phrase “obviously screwed up”, of

course, causes close examination for coaching or other coercion.  As with the

exchange discussed supra, however, this comment—when read in context—is

merely illustrative of another instance where the interviewer presses Cook to

clarify inconsistencies.

This exchange occurred only after the interviewer noticed that, earlier in

the interview, Cook had stated that he had seen blood on Banks’ leg and then

provided Banks with a change of clothing, whereas, in his April 1980 affidavit,

Cook had swapped the order of these two events.  Accordingly, the interviewer

read to Cook from Cook’s April 1980 affidavit; pointed out the inconsistency

regarding when Cook first saw the blood on Banks’ trousers; and, further,
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pointed out that, logically, Cook must have seen the blood on Banks’ leg before

Banks changed into new clothes.  The interviewer’s full comment to Cook was:

Q:  Your [April 1980] statement [about when you noticed blood on

Banks’ pants] is obviously screwed up.  And they are going to ask

you about it and they are going to rake you over the coals about it

because it is screwed up.  It doesn’t make any sense that he

[cha]nged clothes and you got back in the car and went riding and

then you noticed blood on his pants because if he changed clothes he

wouldn’t have any blood on his pants.  So your [April 1980]

statement doesn’t make any sense.  What you told me before [in

today’s interview] does make sense, that you noticed the blood on

his pants, and then you took him to change clothes.  They are going

to ask you about it and you are just going to have to explain it.  That

you might a [sic] mistake and you got your facts out of sequence.

These exchanges, and others like it, are not instances where Cook is

pressured or improperly coached into changing his story.  They amount to logical

clarifications raised in a completely permissible pre-trial witness-interview

session.  Moreover, the details provided by Cook in the Cook transcript very

closely match the details that Cook provided in his April 1980 affidavit, which,

again, was provided to Banks’ counsel.

Banks also points to Cook’s testimony as it relates to Banks’ possible

motive—even though the jury was not required to determine a motive in order

to convict.  Cook, in his April 1980 affidavit, said Banks’ statement to him was:

“[M]e and this white boy was [sic] in the woods in Texarkana drinking when I

thought about killing him and taking his car to Dallas just for the hell of it”.

Cook, in the transcript, said: “The white boy went [sic], goes to the car to get

another beer.  Delma Banks say [sic] this is when he decided he wanted his car.

He say [sic] he took out the [.]25 automati[c] that he had and shot him”; and,

later, “I say [sic] why you shoot the boy man? . . . [Banks] said man uh I don’t

know man I wanted his car man”.  Finally, at trial, Cook testified:  “[Banks] said

the white boy went to the car to get another beer.  Delma [Banks] say [sic] this
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was when he decided to kill the white boy for the hell of it and take his car and

come to Dallas”. 

Banks, and the Dissent at 10, essentially urge Cook’s April 1980 affidavit

and his trial testimony set forth a “for the hell of it” motive, while the Cook

transcript sets forth a different, “[Banks] wanted his car” motive.  This point is

urged despite all three of these statements referencing both the killing of the

victim and the taking of his vehicle.  In that regard, we disagree that the

variations in the wording of Cook’s statements pertaining to motive (which,

again, was not an element of the crime) display inconsistencies of significant

impeachment value.  To the contrary, the statements quoted above—which,

again, all reference both the killing of the victim and the taking of his vehicle

(the two acts necessary for the capital-murder conviction)—serve, if anything,

as an example of the overall consistency among Cook’s April 1980 affidavit, the

Cook transcript, and his testimony.

Our analysis of Brady materiality in this case rests, in part, on our

assessment of the Cook transcript’s usefulness to Banks as a cross-examination

tool.  This is, of course, entirely appropriate because, inter alia: had the

transcript been produced, and assuming Banks’ counsel would have used it at

trial, it appears that it would have been used to attempt to impeach Cook on

cross-examination; indeed, Banks’ brief here roots many of its assertions in this

impeachment-on-cross-examination context.  We now, however, also examine the

State’s opening statement (Banks did not make one) and both sides’ closing

arguments to ensure that the materiality vel non of the Cook-transcript is fully

evaluated.  See, e.g., Strickler, 527 U.S. at 290-91 (considering the prosecutor’s

closing argument, which emphasized the importance of the testimony of the

witness at issue, in deciding that Brady’s materiality prong was not satisfied);

see also Gibbs v. Johnson, 154 F.3d 253, 256 (5th Cir. 1998) (discussing failure
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to disclose evidence contrary to a prosecutor’s closing-argument assertions, and

citing West v. Johnson, 92 F.3d 1385, 1399 (5th Cir. 1996)).

The State’s opening statement, describing what each witness would be

called to show, noted that Cook “is an important witness”, and that his testimony

“is critical”.  The State also emphasized Cook’s criminal history.  Among other

things, the State told the jury: “Now, this man, Charles Cook, has a bad past.

He has been to prison.  He has two prior convictions”. 

The State essentially repeated these themes in its closing argument.  It

reviewed the importance of each witness’ testimony; and, in the course of doing

so, it again devoted significant time to Cook’s testimony.  Moreover, as discussed

supra, for assessing the Cook transcript’s impeachment value, the State told the

jury that “Cook brought you absolute truth”.  On the other hand, the State also

emphasized that: Cook’s testimony “was not that of a Baptist preacher and ten

Deacons”; “Cook is not President of the Chamber of Commerce. . . . [H]e has

made mistakes”; and Cook readily admitted, in his testimony, to having two

convictions. 

As noted, Banks did not make an opening statement.  At the conclusion of

the State’s opening statement, Banks’ counsel elected not to make a statement

until after the State had rested on its case in chief; when the State did so, Banks

rested as well.

Banks’ counsel, in his closing argument, devoted a significant amount of

time to discrediting Cook.  Among other things, and as discussed supra, he

referred to the April 1980 affidavit to assert that Cook had lied when he testified

that he had not talked to anybody about the case prior to trial.  Banks’ counsel

also devoted a significant amount of time: challenging Cook’s credibility by citing

his admitted drug use and criminal past; and re-urging the (now-abandoned)

trial theory that Cook and Farr were part of a drug ring and involved with the

victim’s murder.  (Banks’ counsel, at oral argument, confirmed that the above-
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referenced trial theory has been abandoned, and that Banks does not claim Cook

is suspected of the murder.)

In reviewing the opening statement and the closing arguments, we first

note that, obviously, we do not condone the prosecutor’s failure, 30 years ago, to

correct Cook’s statements about his not having talked to anyone prior to trial.

(Perhaps the same can be said about Cook’s testifying he could not recall the

identity of the person he admitted assaulting.)  We are, nevertheless, bound by

the task of reviewing the materiality of the Cook transcript’s suppression.  The

Dissent, at times, appears to improperly merge the suppression and materiality

prongs of a Brady analysis.  At 13-14, for example, its discussion of the Cook

transcript’s suppression seems to take the position that, because there was a

suppression, finding materiality is required as a means of sanctioning the

prosecution.  Of course, it is simply not the case that materiality must be found

whenever a Brady suppression occurs.  In the instant case, it is conceded that

a suppression occurred; and, while this suppression was improper, materiality

remains a separate prong of the Brady analysis.  

Having earlier examined the impeachment value of the transcript and the

great deal of evidence, besides Cook’s testimony, supporting the jury’s guilty

verdict, we now, for this portion of our materiality review, consider whether, and

how, the suppression affected the opening statement and closing arguments.  In

this regard, it becomes clear that the availability of the transcript likely would

not have changed the approach pursued by either party, nor would it have

significantly altered the effectiveness of those approaches.  We note, among

other things: Banks’ counsel, by using Cook’s April 1980 affidavit, argued to the

jury that Cook had lied about not talking to anyone prior to trial; and both

parties made the jury more than well aware that Cook was a drug user with an

extensive criminal past.
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c.

Finally, as noted supra, materiality must be assessed collectively, not

point by point.  Kyles, 514 U.S. at 436.  As also discussed supra, however, we

may not consider already-disposed-of habeas claims, including the guilt-phase

Farr Brady claim and sufficiency-of-the-evidence claim.  (In this regard, the

Dissent at, e.g., 19 errs in considering such claims.)  Our materiality assessment

“take[s] into consideration all of the effects that flowed from the prosecution’s

suppression [of the Cook transcript]”, Dissent at 17, and weighs those effects, not

item-by-item, but as a whole.

Before summarizing our collective assessment, we first address the guilt-

phase Farr Brady claim that the Dissent has sua sponte improperly reintroduced

into this case.  As previously discussed, Farr’s suppressed informant status is

the reason for the Supreme Court’s granting punishment-phase habeas relief;

and, as also previously discussed, a guilt-phase Farr Brady claim was considered

by the district court in 2000, but that court held Farr’s suppressed informant

status immaterial to the guilt phase.  Banks, 2000 WL 35482430, at *2.  A COA

was not granted for a guilt-phase Farr Brady claim; the Supreme Court, in 2004,

addressed Farr as a “Penalty Witness”.  See Petition for Writ of Certiorari,

Banks v. Cockrell, 540 U.S. 690, 2002 WL 32135512.  Likewise, the district court,

in 2008, did not rely upon Farr’s guilt-phase testimony in finding that the Cook

transcript’s suppression was material.  See Banks, 2008 WL 906716.  

As also previously discussed, Banks, in his brief and during oral argument,

never even suggested that Farr’s suppressed informant status should be

considered as a part of our guilt-phase materiality assessment.  It is well

established, of course, that an appellant abandons all issues not raised and

properly presented in its initial brief on appeal.  E.g., Cinel v. Connick, 15 F.3d

1338, 1345 (5th Cir. 1994).  Moreover, it is also well established that Brady

violations not considered in district court are not properly before our court, and
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should not be considered.  E.g., United States v. Skilling, 554 F.3d 529, 591 (5th

Cir. 2009). (The Dissent fails to address these reasons why Farr’s supposed

informant status should not be considered.)

In sum, consideration of Farr’s suppressed informant status is an issue

that has either been waived or is not properly before us.  In the alternative, as

shown below, even if that issue is considered as part of our materiality analysis,

the evidence of Banks’ guilt is so overwhelming that his Brady claim would still

fail.

While Farr was a key punishment-phase witness—a primary reason the

State was able to urge future dangerousness during that phase—his guilt-phase

testimony was, as discussed, minimal and essentially repetitive of Marcus

Jefferson’s earlier testimony.  Marcus Jefferson testified: upon returning to the

vehicle, Banks “said some broad had his [Banks’] gun, so [Cook] gave him

another gun”.  Farr testified (following Marcus Jefferson’s testimony): upon

returning to the vehicle Banks “said that his [Banks’] gun was in West Dallas,

and [Cook] gave him a .22".  Clearly, Farr’s guilt-phase testimony, when viewed

together with Marcus Jefferson’s, merely reiterates previously introduced

evidence. 

In that regard, the Dissent mischaracterizes Marcus Jefferson’s brief but

important testimony.  It maintains erroneously at 25-26 that Marcus “Jefferson

was a 19 year old ineffectual witness who added nothing to Farr’s perjury-laden

testimony”.

As stated, this is an incorrect description of the testimony and proceedings

concerning it.  Again, Marcus Jefferson testified before Farr.  As shown by the

quoted testimony in the Dissent at 26 n.9, on direct examination, Marcus

Jefferson initially attempted to evade the State’s questions concerning Banks’

new-gun statement in the automobile, responding: Banks did not make any

statement “while we were sitting still”.  When the State narrowed its question,
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Banks’ counsel immediately asked to approach the bench, preventing Marcus

Jefferson from responding.  The jury was then excused and, inter alia, Banks’

counsel objected that Marcus Jefferson’s below-described testimony, that was

given outside the presence of the jury, was inadmissible on several grounds,

primarily “because it inject[ed] an extraneous offense” and was “an attempt to

try [Banks] as a criminal generally”.  The objection was overruled.

Outside the presence of the jury, the State had again narrowly questioned

Marcus Jefferson about Banks’ statement in the automobile, and Marcus

Jefferson had responded:  Banks “said some broad had his [Banks’] gun, so they

gave him another gun”.  Subsequently, Marcus Jefferson testified similarly in

the presence of the jury.  Nothing in the record suggests Marcus Jefferson had

any problem recalling this version of what Banks said or that the State’s

questioning Marcus Jefferson outside the presence of the jury in any way caused

him to recall that version.  Moreover, Banks’ counsel never even cross-examined

Marcus Jefferson.  Therefore, contrary to the position taken by the Dissent,

there is no reason to question the strength of Marcus Jefferson’s uncontested

testimony.

Before summarizing our collective assessment, we also review, one final

time, facts that were established at trial.  Among other things, evidence—other

than Cook’s testimony—established: Banks and the victim were drinking Coors

beer together in a secluded area of a park on the night of the murder; gunshots

were heard coming from the park in the early hours of that morning; and the

victim was subsequently discovered in that same area of the park, lying amongst

empty cans of Coors beer.  Additionally: Banks, in the hours immediately

following the sound of the gunshots, traveled 175 miles, from Nash, Texas, to

Dallas, Texas, for no known reason, and without a planned place to stay; despite

not having a vehicle with him at the bowling alley the night before, he was now

driving a distinctive, multi-colored Mustang, matching the description of the
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victim’s; he spent that weekend in Dallas at the house of a complete stranger

(Cook); and—in what Banks would apparently have the court believe is mere

coincidence—the pistol undisputedly used to kill the victim showed up at that

same stranger’s house (Cook’s house), 175 miles from the scene of the crime, on

exactly the same weekend that Banks did.  Moreover: Banks told Cook’s

neighbor (Bennie Lee Jones) that he was in some sort of trouble; he made a

collect telephone call to his mother from Cook’s house; he subsequently

abandoned the Mustang that he had been driving (leaving it with Cook); and,

weeks later, after having returned to Nash, Banks again traveled 175 miles back

to Cook’s house in Dallas at 3:00 a.m. to reclaim “his gun” from Cook.  (We again

note, as well, that Banks’ referring to the gun at Cook’s house as “his gun” was

established through both the testimony of Farr (who is not the subject of a guilt-

phase Brady claim) and through the testimony of Marcus Jefferson (who is not

the subject of any Brady claim, and whose testimony is not challenged in any

way in this appeal).

As discussed in greater detail supra, we provide this summary of the

evidence, not to engage in a forbidden sufficiency-of-the-evidence analysis, but

to place Cook and the Cook transcript into context.  See Sipe, 388 F.3d at 479.

Was the suppression of that transcript material?  To answer this question, we

must consider the trial’s guilt phase as a whole to properly assess the

importance of the Cook transcript. 

While Banks was in Dallas, Cook had more interaction with him than did

any other witness, and, accordingly, was able to provide the most complete

narrative of Banks’ weekend in Dallas.  Additionally, he was the only witness

who testified: to seeing blood on Banks’ trousers; to seeing Banks in actual

possession of the murder weapon; and that Banks had confessed to the murder.

In this regard, as earlier acknowledged, he was indeed a key witness.  On the

other hand, of course, not all key witnesses are of the same degree of importance.
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In some cases, the prosecution’s case is solely dependent upon a key witness,

while in other cases—including this one—the key witness is strongly buttressed

by numerous other witnesses.  See Wilson v. Whitley, 28 F.3d 433, 439 (5th Cir.

1994) (“[W]hen the testimony of the witness who might have been impeached by

the undisclosed evidence is strongly corroborated by additional evidence

supporting a guilty verdict, the undisclosed evidence generally is not found to be

material”.), cert. denied, 513 U.S. 1091 (1995).  Our placing Cook’s testimony into

context by summarizing the other evidence presented is not engaging in a

sufficiency-of-the-evidence showing; it, instead, demonstrates that the evidence

provided by Cook was largely corroborated by other witnesses at trial.  (The

Dissent at 25 maintains erroneously that only “marginal portions of Cook’s

testimony were corroborated”.)

For example: Ida Marie Cook and Carol Cook both confirmed that Banks

was driving the multi-colored Mustang; Hamby, from the telephone company,

confirmed that Banks had called his parents’ house, collect, from Cook’s house;

Allen Jones, the firearms expert, confirmed that the pistol that ended up at

Cook’s house on the same weekend that Banks did was the murder weapon;

Bennie Lee Jones confirmed that he purchased that murder weapon from Cook

shortly thereafter, and, additionally, that Banks said he was in some sort of

trouble; and Farr and Marcus Jefferson both confirmed that Banks’ later visit

to Cook’s house was for the purpose of reclaiming Banks’ gun from Cook.  (Again,

in describing Banks’ attempt to recover his gun from Cook, Marcus Jefferson

testified: Banks “said some broad had his [Banks’] gun, so [Cook] gave him

another gun” (emphasis added); and Farr testified: Banks “said that his [Banks’]

gun was in West Dallas, and [Cook] gave him a .22” (emphasis added).)  In sum,

had the suppressed Cook transcript been available—and had it been used to

impeach Cook more than he already was—the jurors still would have had to

contend with the fact that Cook’s trial testimony, as detailed above, was
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supported at nearly every turn by some other witness’ testimony, or by some

other item of evidence; and that it also fit with the other trial evidence provided

by the witnesses from Nash, Texas.

The credibility of Cook’s testimony was not only buttressed by its

consistency with the other evidence presented during the trial’s guilt phase; it

was, as noted earlier, also buttressed by its consistency with his first written

statement to the police—the April 1980 affidavit made available to Banks’

counsel at trial.  In this regard (and considering, additionally, that the jury was

already well aware—without the Cook transcript—that Cook had an extensive

criminal history), failing to disclose the transcript of this single, completely

permissible pre-trial interview with prosecutors cannot be said to “undermine[]

confidence in the outcome of the trial”, Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434 (quoting Bagley,

473 U.S. at 678).

Assessing the Cook transcript’s materiality, we find that it, at best, could

have been used to impeach Cook: with respect to his denial that he had

discussed his testimony with others prior to trial (which, of course, Banks’

counsel used the available April 1980 affidavit to do); with respect to his not

being able to identify the person he had assaulted in 1972; with respect to when,

exactly, he first noticed the blood on Banks’ trousers; and possibly with respect

to a few other factual inconsistencies.  Along that line, even though the jury was

well aware of Cook’s criminal history, the Cook transcript might have further

diminished Cook’s credibility with the jury.  Given, however, the jury’s existing

knowledge of Cook’s criminal past, and further given the overall consistency of

Cook’s testimony with his April 1980 affidavit and the extensive corroboration

of his testimony by other witnesses at trial, it cannot be said that the assorted

additional impeachment points that might have been raised, had the Cook

transcript been disclosed, render its suppression material under Brady.  The

transcript falls far short of undermining confidence in the guilt phase’s outcome.
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Compare Strickler, 527 U.S. at 294 (“The record provides strong support for the

conclusion that petitioner would have been convicted of capital murder and

sentenced to death, even if [the witness at issue] had been severely impeached.”);

see also Youngblood, 547 U.S. at 870; Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435; Bagley, 473 U.S. at

682. 

In sum, for the Brady materiality test, and having assessed the contents

of the Cook transcript, Cook’s April 1980 affidavit, his trial testimony, and the

other trial evidence, “there is [not] a reasonable probability that, had the [Cook

transcript] been disclosed to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have

been different”.  Bagley, 473 U.S. at 682.  Restated, the State’s suppression of the

Cook transcript does not undermine confidence in the outcome of the guilt-phase

of the trial.  See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434 (citing Bagley, 473 U.S. at 678).

III.

For the foregoing reasons, the habeas relief for Banks’ conviction is

VACATED.  The Court’s grant of habeas relief for Banks’ sentence is, of course,

not affected by this opinion.  This matter is remanded to district court for further

proceedings consistent with this opinion.

VACATED IN PART and REMANDED.

ENDRECORD 
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DENNIS, Circuit Judge, dissenting:

I respectfully dissent.

In Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668 (2004), the Supreme Court held that, as

to the suppression of prosecution witness Robert Farr’s secret police-informant

status and its bearing on the reliability of the death penalty verdict, Banks had

satisfied all three elements of a Brady claim.  The Court also held that Banks

was entitled to a certificate of appealability on the question of whether he

adequately raised a second Brady claim based on the suppression of prosecution

witness Charles Cook’s September 1980 interrogation transcript.  As the

majority opinion correctly sets forth more fully, on remand the District Court

held that Banks satisfied all three elements of a Brady claim in respect to the

Cook transcript suppression as it bears on the reliability of Banks’s capital

murder verdict and conviction.  See Banks v. Quarterman, 2008 WL 906716

(E.D. Tex. 2008).  The Director appealed.

The majority opinion reverses the District Court’s well-considered

judgment on the ground that the Cook Brady pre-trial interrogation transcript

is not material. I disagree and would affirm the District Court’s judgment. 

A proper application of the principles developed by the Supreme Court for

deciding Brady claims leads to the conclusion that the Cook interrogation

transcript is material because there is a reasonable probability that, had the

suppressed information been disclosed to the defense, the result in the guilt

phase trial would have been different. See Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 434

(1995) (“The question is not whether the defendant would more likely than not

have received a different verdict with the evidence, but whether in its absence

he received a fair trial, understood as a trial resulting in a verdict worthy of

confidence. A ‘reasonable probability’ of a different result is accordingly shown

when the government's evidentiary suppression ‘undermines confidence in the

outcome of the trial.’”)  The majority opinion correctly recites these principles,

but it reaches the wrong result because it does not properly and completely apply
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 Prosecution witness Robert Farr testified in both the guilt and penalty phases of1

Banks’s trial. Thus, the suppression of Farr’s secret paid police-informant status during the
guilt phase must be evaluated collectively with the suppression of the Cook transcript, in the
context of the entire record, for purposes of materiality. See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 421, 436-438.
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them to this case. Instead, the majority relies mainly on a sufficiency-of-evidence

test and reasons that the evidence was sufficient to convict even without Cook’s

testimony.  In doing so, the majority ignores its own recitation that the Supreme

Court has repeatedly held that the materiality standard is not a sufficiency-of-

evidence test, which is incompatible with the Brady materiality inquiry.

Further, the majority fails to evaluate materiality properly because it grossly

underestimates the reasonably probable effects that disclosure of the Cook

interrogation transcript would have had as an impeachment tool and as a

safeguard against the prosecutorial misconduct that occurred in this case.

Finally, the majority’s collective evaluation of the state’s suppression of

both prosecutorial misconduct and impeachment evidence is perfunctory and

incomplete. The majority believes that the state’s cover-up of prosecution

witness  Farr’s secret agent  status during  the guilt trial is really not part of this

case; thus, the majority considers it only in diluted form in an alternative fall-

back argument.  Consequently, the majority fails to see that the collective

effects of the Cook and Farr perjuries and prosecutorial cover-ups  significantly

further undermine any confidence that  Banks  received a fair trial.  Although1

I agree with the District Court  that the prosecution’s concealment and cover up

of the Cook transcript is material in itself, when the Cook and Farr guilt-phase

prosecutorial misconduct  is considered collectively, it is all the more evident

that Banks has satisfied materiality and the other elements of his guilt-phase

Brady claim. The majority opinion acknowledges that “materiality must be

assessed collectively, not point by point[,]” maj. op. at 53 (citing Kyles, 514 U.S.

at 436), but it does not seriously take the suppressed Farr secret informant
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status evidence into account or consider its full, legitimate weight cumulatively

with the Cook transcript suppression evidence.

1.

A brief outline of the critical guilt-phase trial evidence helps to explain

why the suppression of the Cook interrogation transcript, either individually or

together with the suppressed Farr secret paid police-informant status evidence,

is material for Brady purposes:  Banks was convicted of committing the capital

murder of Richard Wayne Whitehead on April 12, 1980, in Bowie County, Texas

by shooting him with a gun in the course of committing robbery against him. To

convict Banks of the charged crime, the State had to prove that Banks

committed both the murder and the robbery in the same criminal transaction.

The other responsive verdicts the jury could have rendered were: guilty of non-

capital murder; guilty of aggravated assault; or not guilty.  The  State’s proof of

the essential elements of capital murder was crucially dependent upon the

credibility of two witnesses, Charles Cook and Robert Farr.  

Cook testified that on April 12, 1980, Banks drove up in a Mustang car in

front of Cook’s house in Dallas; Banks confessed privately to Cook that he had

killed a “white boy” near Texarkana and had taken his car; Banks left the car

and a pistol with Cook; and Banks caught the bus back to Texarkana.  Cook

testified that he disposed of the car and its contents, and sold the pistol to his

neighbor, Bennie Lee Jones.  Robert Farr testified that a week or so later he and

Banks drove from Texarkana to Cook’s house in Dallas, where Cook gave Banks

a .22 pistol because “his gun was in West Dallas.”  Cook’s testimony as to

Banks’s confession was the only direct evidence that Banks committed the

murder of Richard Whitehead on April 12, 1980, and that he had killed the

victim while robbing him of his car.  Cook’s testimony was the only direct

evidence that Banks had relinquished to Cook possession of the car and a pistol

that later ballistics tests determined to be the .25 pistol murder weapon. Farr’s
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testimony provided the only cogent corroboration of Cook’s testimony that Banks

had brought the murder weapon to Dallas and had left it with Cook. There was

no direct physical evidence, such as fingerprints, hair, blood or other residue

linking Banks to the murder weapon, the corpse or the crime scene. The State

failed to introduce the Mustang car or any of its contents into evidence. Other

witnesses’ testimony provided suspicion but not proof of capital murder against

Banks by reporting that he was with Whitehead in the victim’s Mustang near

Texarkana as late as midnight April 11, 1980, and that he was in Dallas with a

similar Mustang on April 12, 13, and 14, 1980.  The State ballistics expert

opined that his tests indicated the .25 pistol had fired the shots that killed

Whitehead, but he was not asked by either the prosecution or the defense to

explain the reliability or margin of error of his methodology or results.  The

coroner testified that three bullets in or near the body caused the death, but was

not asked and did not estimate the time or date of the death. Whitehead’s watch,

necklace, and ring had not been removed, and there was no evidence that money

or other valuables had been taken from his person.

The State prosecution and investigative officers suppressed evidence in

respect to Farr (the “Farr Brady evidence”) and Cook (the “Cook Brady

evidence”) before and during the guilt phase trial that would have been favorable

in several respects to Banks. That evidence, which was ultimately uncovered in

the federal habeas proceedings, was as follows:

The Farr Brady evidence: Deputy Willie Huff, who suspected Banks of the

murder, hired Farr, whose wife was the sister of Banks’s girlfriend, to act as a

paid secret informant to help locate the murder weapon. Farr, an illicit drug

user, agreed to do so because he feared that otherwise Huff would charge him

with drug crimes, and he needed money for drugs. Farr instigated the Dallas trip

with Banks by making up a story that he needed Banks to help him find a gun

to use in robbing a pharmacy for drugs. In the guilt phase trial, Farr repeatedly
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 The assistant prosecutor stated during closing argument: “I’ll be very honest.  I don’t2

know if any testimony at all can be enjoyable in a proceeding like this, but I rather enjoyed
Robert Farr’s, because Robert was pounded on.  You got tracks, don’t you, Robert?  You use
drugs, don’t you, Robert?  And Robert came right back with the last thing in the world that the
attorney asking him the questions expected, and that was the truth.  He says, ‘Yeah, I use
drugs.’” 
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testified falsely that he had not taken money from police officers, had not been

promised anything by them, and had not discussed his testimony or the case

with them.  Huff testified in the guilt phase that he followed Farr and Banks to

Cook’s house in Dallas, but he complicitly did not reveal Farr’s secret paid-

informant relationship with him or that Farr tipped him off about the trip.

Further, because of Farr’s reputation among the police as a drug user, Huff may

have testified falsely when he denied knowing that Farr was a “doper” or an

illicit drug user. The prosecution knowingly let Farr’s perjury stand uncorrected

and capitalized on its suppression by pointing to Farr’s candor about his drug

usage to implicitly assure the jury that his entire testimony was truthful.2

The Cook Brady evidence: Cook was intensively coached and his testimony

was thoroughly rehearsed by prosecutors and law enforcement officers, including

the District Attorney and Deputy Huff, in at least one session a few days prior

to Banks’s trial, which began on September 29, 1980. The undisclosed 38 page

transcript of that session in the District Attorney’s possession would have

allowed Banks to impeach and discredit Cook’s testimony. In it Cook admitted

at one point that he had been told before his April 24, 1980 statement to police

that Banks was wanted for the murder of a white male near Texarkana on April

12, 1980, and that they had suggested that if Cook failed to cooperate he could

be charged as an accessory to that capital murder. Further, the transcript would

have revealed that without the intensive coaching and rehearsal Cook’s

testimony at trial would have been inconsistent in significant respects with his

April 24, 1980 statement to police about Banks’s confession and possession of the
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 The inconsistencies between Cook’s statements during the September 1980 interview,3

and his April 1980 statement and trial testimony related to: (1) when Cook first noticed blood
on Banks’s pants, and when he gave Banks a change of clothes; (2) when Cook first noticed
that Banks had a pistol; (3) Banks’s motive for killing the victim; (4) when Cook disposed of
the Mustang Banks left with him; (5) when Cook sold the pistol to his neighbor; and (6) the
identity of the victim of Cook’s prior assault conviction.

 Cook testified:4

Q. Who all have you talked to about this, Mr. Cook? 
A. I haven’t talked to anyone about it.  
Q. Haven’t talked to anybody?
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Raffaelli [the District Attorney] just put you on the stand, not

knowing what you were going to testify to.  Is that what you’re telling
me?

A. That’s what I’m telling you. 
Q. Mr. Cook? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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.25 pistol.  Most important, on cross-examination at trial, Cook perjured himself3

three times in testifying falsely that he had not discussed his testimony with

anyone prior to trial and that the District Attorney had put him on the stand

without knowing what he would say.   The District Attorney, who conducted the4

direct and redirect examination of Cook, had a marked-up copy of the 38 page

transcript in his hand during the trial, but he did not disclose the transcript of

the September 1980 rehearsal session, or correct Cook’s perjury. Instead, the

District Attorney handed the defense attorney only a copy of Cook’s April 24,

1980 statement, which was much more consistent with Cook’s trial testimony

than Cook’s September 1980 interrogation transcript. In closing argument, an

assistant prosecutor told the jury that Cook’s testimony admitting to two prior

felony convictions and prison sentences and a pending arson charge showed that

his entire testimony was truthful. The prosecutor added that all of the State’s

witnesses had been thoroughly tested and that there was no reason to doubt that
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 The assistant prosecutor argued during the guilt-phase summation: 5

Now Charles Cook didn’t hide anything from you, either.  He came right
up with it.  Have you been convicted?  Twice.  Did you go on trial.  No, I pled
guilty.  Why?  Because I was guilty.  He didn’t hide a thing from you.  Now if we
had been picking witnesses for this case, we would have done a better job, but
life is as we find it.  We take our witnesses and we take the proof as it is given
to us, as we find it and as we search for it.  That’s the truth about this matter.
Charles Cook brought you the absolute truth. 
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Cook had told them the complete and absolute truth.  The prosecutor did not5

reveal Cook’s perjury, the pre-trial transcript, the prior coaching and rehearsal

session, or that in August 1980, Cook had been charged as a habitual offender

exposing him to a life sentence without parole.

2.

In reviewing the same record now before us in this case, the Supreme

Court in Banks v. Dretke, 540 U.S. 668 (2004), clearly implied, without

definitively deciding, that there is a reasonable probability that the suppression

of Farr’s informant status and Cook’s interrogation transcript adversely and

materially impacted the reliability of Banks’s guilty-as-charged verdict and

capital murder conviction. In the opening paragraphs of its opinion, for example,

the Supreme Court stated: 

Prior to trial, the State advised Banks’s attorney there would be no

need to litigate discovery issues, representing: “[W]e will, without

the necessity of motions[,] provide you with all discovery to which

you are entitled.” Despite that undertaking, the State withheld

evidence that would have allowed Banks to discredit two essential

prosecution witnesses. The State did not disclose that one of those

witnesses was a paid police informant, nor did it disclose a pretrial

transcript revealing that the other witness’ trial testimony had been

intensively coached by prosecutors and law enforcement officers.
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Furthermore, the prosecution raised no red flag when the informant

testified, untruthfully, that he never gave the police any statement

and, indeed, had not talked to any police officer about the case until

a few days before the trial. Instead of correcting the informant's

false statements, the prosecutor told the jury that the witness “ha[d]

been open and honest with you in every way,” and that his

testimony was of the “utmost significance[.]” Similarly, the

prosecution allowed the other key witness to convey, untruthfully,

that his testimony was entirely unrehearsed. Through direct appeal

and state collateral review proceedings, the State continued to hold

secret the key witnesses’ links to the police and allowed their false

statements to stand uncorrected.

Ultimately, through discovery and an evidentiary hearing

authorized in a federal habeas corpus proceeding, the

long-suppressed evidence came to light. The District Court granted

Banks relief from the death penalty, but the Court of Appeals

reversed. In the latter court’s judgment, Banks had documented his

claims of prosecutorial misconduct too late and in the wrong forum;

therefore he did not qualify for federal-court relief. We reverse that

judgment. When police or prosecutors conceal significant

exculpatory or impeaching material in the State’s possession, it is

ordinarily incumbent on the State to set the record straight.

Banks, 540 U.S. at 675-676 (alterations in original) (internal citations omitted).

These statements and others in the Supreme Court’s opinion clearly indicate its

view that the suppressed evidence in this case constitutes significant

exculpatory or impeachment material.
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3.

On remand, the District Court in its thorough opinion first held that the

Cook transcript was favorable evidence “because it establishes that Cook was

extensively coached just days before giving his testimony at trial.  The Cook

Transcript contains repeated instances where the investigators told Cook that

his story was inconsistent and needed to be altered,” Banks, 2008 WL 906716 at

*3, and was even more valuable as impeachment evidence because “at . . . trial,

Cook expressly denied having been coached,” id.  The district court also found

that the transcript was “favorable because it provides information regarding

Cook’s state of mind at the time he signed the April 1980 affidavits,” and

“highlights a number of inconsistencies between Cook’s proposed trial testimony

and his actual trial testimony.” Id.

The district court further found the transcript to be “material” under

Brady for three reasons: “(1) Cook’s testimony was both uncorroborated and was

central to the prosecution’s case at the guilt phase of the trial; (2) Cook

misrepresented the fact that he had been coached, and the prosecution

improperly relied upon that misrepresentation; and (3) Cook substantially

altered his testimony in response to the coaching that he received just prior to

trial.”  Id.  The district court explained:

Although there were several State witnesses who testified

about different aspects of the crime, Cook was the only witness to

testify that Petitioner confessed to murdering the victim, as well as

the only witness to give a motive for Petitioner committing the

crime, and, importantly, Cook’s testimony on these issues was

uncorroborated.  No other witness could verify the fact that

Petitioner had confessed and no other witness could supply a motive

for Petitioner’s commission of this crime. 
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. . . .

Even more central to Petitioner’s Brady argument is the fact

that Cook testified three times at Petitioner’s trial that he did not

speak to anyone about this case prior to trial.  The Cook Transcript,

however, reveals that Cook did, in fact, have an extensive

conversation with investigators just prior to his trial testimony. . . .

The State not only allowed this erroneous testimony to stand

uncorrected, but it also represented to the jurors during closing

argument that Cook “didn’t budge from the truth” and that Cook

“did not hide anything from you . . . [he] brought you the absolute

truth.”

. . . .

Cook’s Transcript also demonstrates that Cook altered his

testimony at trial in response to the extensive coaching he received

during his September 1980 interview. . . . Had the defense been able

to cross-examine Cook on the suppressed statement, the defense

may have persuaded one or more jurors to reject Cook’s trial version

of events. Several inconsistencies in Cook’s testimony came to light

in the transcript, and while each inconsistency by itself might not

have had much impact on the case, taken together, they had the

potential to significantly affect the jurors’ impression of Cook. The

transcript also demonstrates the interview tactics and demeanor of

the investigators which may have swayed the jury into believing

Cook’s testimony was coached, and ultimately, might have caused

the jury to distrust the prosecution. 
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Id. at *4-6.  The district court specifically based this last finding on two

responses that the transcript reveals were altered as a result of the coaching

session. First, when asked at trial, Cook said he had forgotten who the victim of

his prior assault conviction was, but the transcript revealed that he in fact knew

the victim was a school teacher.  Thus, his response concealed the fact that he

had assaulted a school teacher, undoubtedly a fact relevant to Cook’s credibility.

Second, in his 1980 statement to law enforcement and at trial Cook stated that

Banks admitted to killing the victim just “for the hell of it,” but said during the

pre-trial coaching session that Banks admitted to killing the victim because he

wanted the victim’s car.  As the district court noted, this alteration allowed

prosecutors to avoid questions about whether the victim’s car, which by all

accounts was in poor mechanical condition, “would motivate someone to commit

murder.”  Id. at *5-6.

In conclusion, the district court wrote: 

The combination of the importance of Cook’s testimony to the case

against Petitioner, the coaching by authorities revealed in the

transcript, the otherwise unknown inconsistent statements, and the

prosecution’s failure to correct false testimony lead the Court to

conclude “that the favorable evidence could reasonably be taken to

put the whole case in such a different light as to undermine

confidence in the verdict.”

Id. at *6 (quoting Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435). 

4. 

The majority opinion acknowledges that Banks has established that the

prosecution suppressed evidence favorable to Banks and that the ultimate

question is whether that evidence is material. The majority concludes, however,

that there is not a reasonable probability that its disclosure would have changed
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the result and that its suppression does not undermine confidence in the

outcome. But the reasons that the majority assigns for its conclusions reveal that

it has inadvertently fallen into error in at least three respects.

First, the majority’s main reason for its conclusion that the Cook

transcript is not material is that, in its estimation, even if Cook’s testimony had

been discredited, the evidence supporting Banks’s conviction is still “ample,”

“abundant,” and “a great deal of evidence.”  This, however, is plainly the

application of a sufficiency-of-evidence test, and the Supreme Court has made

clear that the Brady materiality inquiry “is not a sufficiency of evidence test.”

Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434.  Thus,“[a] defendant need not demonstrate that after

discounting the inculpatory evidence in light of the undisclosed evidence, there

would not have been enough left to convict.”  Id. at 434-35.  The majority’s

addition of the  modifiers “ample,” “abundant,” and “a great deal of evidence” do

not change the nature of the majority’s test; it is still a sufficiency-of-evidence

test that is incompatible with a Brady materiality analysis. Materiality and

sufficiency are conceptually different and not congruent. “The possibility of an

acquittal on a criminal charge does not imply an insufficient evidentiary basis

to convict. One does not show a Brady violation by demonstrating that some of

the inculpatory evidence should have been excluded, but by showing that the

favorable evidence could reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a

different light as to undermine confidence in the verdict.” Id. at 435. If material

evidence in Banks’s favor was withheld by the State, he was deprived of a fair

trial regardless of whether the evidence introduced by the State was sufficient

to convict.

Second, the Supreme Court found that the Cook transcript was “significant

exculpatory or impeaching material,” Banks, 540 U.S. at 675, that it “would have

allowed Banks to discredit [Cook as an] essential prosecution witness,” id., that

it showed that Cook’s “trial testimony had been intensively coached by
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prosecutors and law enforcement officers,” id., that it “revealed that the State’s

representatives had closely rehearsed Cook’s testimony [and][i]n particular,

[that] the officials told Cook how to reconcile his testimony with affidavits to

which he had earlier subscribed recounting Banks’s visits to Dallas,” id. at 685,

and that “it provided compelling evidence that Cook’s testimony had been

tutored by Banks’s prosecutors,” id.

   Without explaining specifically how the Supreme Court’s characterization

of the Cook transcript was wrong and can be ignored, the majority reaches the

contrary conclusion that the “extensive ‘coaching’ claimed by Banks is simply not

present[;]” maj. op. at 46, and evidently concludes that the Cook transcript would

not have been an effective defensive tool because “there is little, if any,

impeachment value to a mere showing that Cook had met with prosecutors prior

to trial[;]” maj. op. at 43, and, because Banks’s defense counsel was given Cook’s

April 24, 1980 affidavits, the Cook transcript “would have simply allowed

Banks’s counsel to add one more example to the Cook-lied-about-not-talking-to-

others point that counsel was already making,” maj. op. at 44. 

I respectfully disagree with the majority’s de minimis or extremely low

appraisal of the potential impeachment value and fair-trial safeguard effect of the

Cook transcript. See United States. v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 676 (1965)

(“Impeachment evidence, however, as well as exculpatory evidence, falls within

the Brady rule. See Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150, 154 (1972). Such

evidence is ‘evidence favorable to an accused,’ Brady, 373 U.S. at 87, so that, if

disclosed and used effectively, it may make the difference between conviction and

acquittal. Cf. Napue v. Illinois, 360 U.S. 264, 269 (1959) (‘The jury’s estimate of

the truthfulness and reliability of a given witness may well be determinative of

guilt or innocence, and it is upon such subtle factors as the possible interest of the

witness in testifying falsely that a defendant’s life or liberty may depend’)”).  The

majority’s rejection of the Supreme Court’s evaluation of the same evidence in the
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context of this same case and record does not appear to be justifiable. Further, in

terms of impeachment value and protection against perjury and prosecutorial

misconduct, Cook’s two-and-a-half page April 24, 1980 Dallas County affidavit

pales in comparison to the significance of the 38 page transcript of his September

1980 eve-of-trial interrogation and rehearsal by prosecutors and Deputy Huff.

Also, the majority’s dismissal of the Cook transcript as not undermining

confidence in the verdict is contrary to our own Circuit precedents. This court has

frequently found suppressed evidence that undermined a key prosecution

witness’s uncorroborated testimony on essential elements of the government’s

case to be material. Tassin v. Cain, 517 F.3d 770, 780-81 (5th Cir. 2008)

(suppressed evidence showing key prosecution witness had motive to lie was

material); United States v. Sipe, 388 F.3d 741, 480, 488-90, 491-92 (5th Cir. 2004)

(suppressed evidence permitting impeachment of prosecution’s key witnesses was

material); United States v. Fisher, 106 F.3d 622, 634-35 (5th Cir. 1997) (holding

that suppressed impeachment evidence “tending to discredit” government’s key

witness was material), abrogated on other grounds by Ohler v. United States, 529

U.S. 753, 755 (2000).  

The majority’s reliance on Strickler v. Greene, 527 U.S. 263 (1999), for its

conclusion that the Cook transcript is not material or prejudicial is misplaced.

The Supreme Court in Banks v. Dretke concluded that, in respect to prejudice or

materiality, Strickler is clearly distinguishable from Banks’s case:

Regarding “prejudice,” the contrast between Strickler and Banks’s

case is marked. The witness whose impeachment was at issue in

Strickler gave testimony that was in the main cumulative and hardly

significant to one of the “two predicates for capital murder: [armed]

robbery[.]” Other evidence in the record, the Court found, provided

strong support for the conviction even if the witness' testimony had

been excluded entirely: Unlike the Banks prosecution, in Strickler,
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“considerable forensic and other physical evidence link[ed] [the

defendant] to the crime” and supported the capital murder

conviction.  Most tellingly, the witness’ testimony in Strickler “did

not relate to [[the issue under review,]] [the petitioner’s] eligibility

for the death sentence”; it “was not relied upon by the prosecution at

all during its closing argument at the penalty phase.”

Banks, 540 U.S. at 700-01 (double bracketed material added; all other alterations

in original) (internal citations omitted) (citing Strickler, 527 U.S. at 292-95).  

In contrast with Strickler, Cook’s testimony  was the indispensable

centerpiece of the prosecution’s guilt-phase case. Cook’s testimony that Banks

had confessed to him that he alone committed both of the two elements of the

capital murder charge, viz., murder during robbery, was the only direct evidence

warranting a guilty-as-charged verdict rather than a lesser or not guilty verdict.

Cook’s testimony that Banks had allowed Cook to take the .25 pistol from Banks,

was the only direct evidence linking Banks to the purported murder weapon. The

prosecution relied primarily on Cook’s testimony as to Banks’s confession and

possession of the .25 pistol in its guilt-phase closing argument.  Had Cook’s

testimony been impeached or discredited, the prosecution would have had  only

inconclusive circumstantial evidence that Banks, acting alone,

contemporaneously committed murder and robbery against Whitehead with the

murder weapon. Moreover, the prosecution would have been unable to argue to

the jury that Cook told the absolute truth that Banks had confessed to the

particulars of the crime and had allowed him to peaceably take the murder

weapon from Banks.

The majority, in part, approaches the Brady materiality issue as if it were

merely a question of whether an attorney engaged in improper witness coaching

in the context of typical lawyer trial preparation practice. The standard
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 As the Supreme Court noted in United States v. Ash, 413 U.S. 300 (1973), counsel6

have for centuries “regularly interviewed witnesses before trial.”  Id. at 318.   The historic
nature of this practice, however, does not lessen the potential for prosecutorial misconduct.
Nor does the routine use of pre-trial interviews excuse prosecutors from their ethical and
constitutional obligations.  “In many ways, the prosecutor, by accident or by design, may
improperly subvert the trial.  The primary safeguard against abuses of this kind is the ethical
responsibility of the prosecutor, who as so often has been said, may ‘strike hard blows’ but not
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applicable here is not provided by ordinary law practice mores, however, but is

one of constitutional dimension imposing on prosecutors a higher duty owed by

the sovereign to the courts, the public and the accuseds.  The Supreme Court in

Banks v. Dretke soundly rejected the application of a lesser standard here,

stating:

We have several times underscored the “special role played by the

American prosecutor in the search for truth in criminal trials.”

Strickler, 527 U.S., at 281; accord Kyles, 514 U.S., at 439-440; United

States v. Bagley, 473 U.S. 667, 675, n. 6 (1985); Berger, 295 U.S., at

88. See also Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 484 (1928)

(Brandeis, J., dissenting). Courts, litigants, and juries properly

anticipate that “obligations [to refrain from improper methods to

secure a conviction] . . . plainly rest[ing] upon the prosecuting

attorney, will be faithfully observed.” Berger, 295 U.S., at 88.

Prosecutors’ dishonest conduct or unwarranted concealment should

attract no judicial approbation. See Kyles, 514 U.S., at 440 (“The

prudence of the careful prosecutor should not . . . be discouraged.”).

Banks, 540 U.S. at 696 (alterations in original).

Thus, we are not called upon to decide merely whether the prosecutors

overstepped the bounds of ordinary trial prep ethics but whether they concealed

from Banks evidence favorable to him which his defense counsel could have used

to ensure that he received a fair trial; whether they allowed prosecution

witnesses to testify falsely without correction; whether they falsely vouched for

the credibility of their witnesses in closing arguments; and, if so, whether that

suppression of evidence and prosecutorial misconduct prevented Banks from

receiving a fair trial by a jury of his peers.6
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‘foul ones.’  If that safeguard fails, review remains available under due process standards.”
Id. at 320 (internal citations omitted) (quoting Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935);
Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83, 87-88 (1963); citing Giglio v. United States, 405 U.S. 150
(1972); Mooney v. Holohan, 410 U.S. 284 (1935); Miller v. Pate, 386 U.S. 1 (1967); Chambers
v. Mississippi, 410 U.S. (1973)).  
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Our materiality inquiry must focus most intensely on whether there is a

reasonable probability that the total conduct of the State’s prosecution team in

respect to the Cook transcript prevented Banks’s lay person jurors from fairly

judging the credibility of Cook’s testimony as a prosecution witness, and, if so,

whether that undermines confidence in the outcome of the proceeding.  Thus, it

is not our function to arrive at a god’s eye view of what really transpired between

Cook and Banks. That is within the prerogative of jurors. Nor is it our place to

play oddsmakers by calculating whether Banks would more likely than not have

received a different verdict with use of the Cook transcript; it is well settled that

such a rule would place too heavy a burden on a defendant to show that the

government’s withholding of evidence deprived him of a fair trial. Rather, we are

called upon to decide whether the prosecution’s suppression of the Cook transcript

and its consequences could reasonably be taken to put the whole case in such a

different light as to undermine confidence in the guilty-as-charged capital murder

verdict.  See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 435. 

In doing so, we must take into consideration all of the effects that flowed

from the prosecution’s suppression. The jury was ignorant of Cook’s three

instances of perjury and may have been led to believe that his testimony had not

been rehearsed and discussed with anyone, when in truth his testimony had been

intensively coached, tutored and molded by prosecutors and police to fit the

prosecution’s case.  Banks’s defense counsel was deprived of the transcript of

Cook’s interrogation as a means to vigorously cross-examine, impeach, and

discredit Cook’s testimony.  The jury and the defense counsel were falsely led to

believe that Cook’s April 24, 1980 affidavit was his only recorded statement and
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the only version of his story. The prosecutor in closing argument was able to argue

falsely and without fear of contradiction that Cook’s entire testimony was the

absolute truth. All of these consequences that resulted from the prosecution’s

suppression of Cook’s interrogation transcript combine to undermine confidence

in the guilty-as-charged verdict.  See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 453-54 (considering all of

the consequences of the State’s suppression and concluding that these effects

deprived the defendant of a fair trial).

In the process of evaluating the Cook transcript for materiality, we must not

usurp the function of the jury by attempting to quantify the precise magnitude

and importance of each inconsistency or opening for impeachment; or by failing

to view them collectively rather than individually in isolation; or by resolving the

conflicts in the trial and suppressed impeachment material in favor of one party

or the other. I respectfully disagree with the majority opinion’s methodology and

conclusions that tend to preempt credibility questions that should be resolved by

the jury. On one hand, the majority classifies many of the inconsistencies as

“minor” and dismisses them as having no cumulative weight that could affect the

jury’s judgment as to credibility; and, on the other, it broadly concludes,

incorrectly I think, that the changing versions of Cook’s story are consistent

enough as to offer no reasonably probable avenue for effective cross-examination

and impeachment. On this score, I agree with the District Court’s conclusion:

“Several inconsistencies in Cook’s testimony came to light in the transcript, and

while each inconsistency by itself might not have had much impact on the case,

taken together, they had the potential to significantly affect the jurors’ impression

of Cook.” Banks v. Quarterman, 2008 WL 906716,*6 (E.D.Tex.2008) (citing Kyles,

514 U.S. at 449 n.19 (noting combined effect of suppressed evidence).  As this

court has observed in similar situations before, “[i]t is possible to explain away the

differences in these statements -- and indeed the government expends
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considerable effort doing so in its briefs -- but such argument is properly reserved

for the jury.” Sipe, 388 F.3d at 482.

In sum, one can hardly be confident that Banks received a fair guilt phase

trial, given the jury’s ignorance of Cook’s triple perjury giving the impression that

his testimony was totally unrehearsed; the District Attorney’s knowingly allowing

Cook’s triple perjury to stand uncorrected; the District Attorney’s artifice in

offering Cook’s April 24, 1980 affidavit as Cook’s only recorded statement in the

State’s possession; and the assistant prosecutor’s compounding of the State’s

deception by arguing that Cook had brought the jury the absolute and complete

truth in his testimony. See Banks, 540 U.S. at 703 (quoting Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434

(“The question is not whether the defendant would more likely than not have

received a different verdict with the evidence, but whether in its absence he

received a fair trial, understood as a trial resulting in a verdict worthy of

confidence.”)). On the record before us, one could not plausibly deny the existence

of the requisite “reasonable probability of a different result” had the suppressed

Cook interrogation transcript been disclosed to the defense before or during the

guilt phase trial, see id. at 703; or that the suppression of the transcript and

related prosecutorial misconduct undermines confidence in the guilt trial and its

outcome, see Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434.  Accordingly, as to the suppression of the Cook

interrogation transcript, its attendant prosecutorial misconduct and their bearing

on the reliability of the jury's verdict of guilty-as-charged to capital murder, all

three elements of a Brady claim, including materiality, are satisfied.

5.

 After mistakenly concluding that the Cook transcript suppression by itself

is not material, the majority opinion further contends  that we cannot consider the

Farr-related prosecutorial misconduct collectively with that related to Cook, 

because it is “already-disposed-of” or because Banks has somehow waived this

argument. I must disagree. It is fundamental to the rule of Brady that the
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  “We evaluate the tendency and force of the undisclosed evidence item by item; there7

is no other way. We evaluate its cumulative effect for purposes of materiality separately and
at the end of the discussion[.]” Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437 n.10.
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materiality of a failure to disclose favorable evidence “must be evaluated in the

context of the entire record.” United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 112 (1976).

Relatedly, “the state’s obligation under Brady [] to disclose evidence favorable to

the defense, turns on the cumulative effect of all such evidence suppressed by the

government,” Kyles, 514 U.S at 421; that is, materiality is defined in terms of

suppressed evidence considered collectively, not just individually item by item, see

id. at 436;  and “the prosecutor remains responsible for gauging that effect7

regardless of any failure by the police to bring favorable evidence to the

prosecutor’s attention,” id. at 421, 437.  The majority presents no persuasive

authority or argument for the proposition that Banks’s case is excepted from the

Agurs and Kyles requirements.  

 Alternatively, however, the majority contends that, even if the Farr and

Cook prosecutorial misconduct are considered collectively, they still do not

undermine our confidence that Banks received a fair trial.  I must continue to  

disagree. 

Robert Farr was a key witness for the prosecution at  the guilt as well as the

penalty phase of Banks’s trial. Corroborating part of Cook's testimony in the guilt

phase, Farr testified to traveling from Texarkana to Dallas with Banks to retrieve

a gun. On cross-examination, defense counsel questioned Farr and received the

following answers:

Q.  And have you ever taken any money from some police officers?

A. No.

***

Q. I see, and police officers promised you anything?

A. No, they have not.

***

Q. Well, Robert, did you ever give any police officers a statement?
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***

A. No.

Q. You never did?

A. No.

Q. Who did you talk to? What police officers did you talk to about

this?

A. I have talked to no one about this, outside of when they called

us down referring to the case.

The evidence introduced during the federal habeas process has shown that

this portion of Farr’s testimony at trial was false. In actuality, Farr, acting as

Deputy Huff’s secret paid informant, persuaded Banks to travel to Dallas to get

a gun and tipped off Huff about their trip.  Huff acknowledged in his evidentiary

hearing testimony that Farr worked for him as a paid informant, that Farr -- at

Huff’s request -- “contacted Delma [Banks] to see what information he could find

from him about this particular case,” and that Huff paid Farr $200 for his

services. Farr further revealed:

I assumed that if I did not help [Huff] with his investigation of Delma

that he would have me arrested for drug charges. That's why I agreed

to help [Huff]. I was afraid that if I didn't help him, I would be

arrested . . . .

Willie Huff asked me to help him find Delma's gun. I told [Huff] that

he would have to pay me money right away for my help on the case.

I think altogether he gave me about $200.00 for helping him. He paid

me some of the money before I set Delma up. He paid me the rest

after Delma was arrested and charged with murder. . . .

In order to help Willie Huff, I had to set Delma up. I told Delma that

I wanted to rob a pharmacy to get drugs and that I needed his gun to

do it. I did not really plan to commit a robbery but I told Delma this

so that he would give me his gun. . . . I convinced Delma to drive to

Dallas with me to get the gun.

The prosecution knew or was charged with Deputy Huff’s knowledge that Farr’s

answers were false, yet allowed his testimony to stand uncorrected. 
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If Banks’s defense counsel had been apprised before or during trial of Farr’s

secret paid informant arrangement with Deputy Huff, he would have been able

to cross-examine and impeach the testimony of both Farr and Huff about Farr’s

monetary and penal interest in helping Huff and the prosecution to convict Banks.

The revelation that Farr worked as Huff’s paid informant may have given the jury

pause in crediting Farr’s testimony and caused it to question the good faith of the

State’s entire investigation and prosecution. 

The prosecution’s continued concealment of the secret Farr-Huff paid

informant arrangement during the guilt-phase trial also enabled the prosecutor

in closing argument to falsely portray Farr and Huff as having testified to the

whole truth.  In summation, the prosecution told the jury “[Deputy Willie Huff]

brings us the truth and like I said, this is a search for truth.” Further, the

prosecutor said, “The people that you saw come before you today and the day

before were thoroughly tested and I ask you to search your memories and . . . see

if you can discern any reason why these people would falsify for vengeance or for

advantage or to save their hides. I didn’t see any.” Emphasizing the importance

and meaning of the Dallas trip instigated by Farr and Farr’s testimony, the

prosecutor stated, “Now when Delma got in the car to go to Dallas, only Delma

knew that was over there. Delma led the police to that residence and when Delma

went up to Charles Cook’s door and knocked in the night and then walked away,

what did he tell you? He spoke to you through Robert Farr and Marcus Jefferson

. . . He said, ‘They don’t have my gun.’” Finally, in vouching for the truthfulness

and important corroborative effect of Farr’s testimony, the prosecutor argued, “I

rather enjoyed Robert Farr’s [testimony], because Robert was pounded on . . . And

Robert came right back with . . . the truth.” “Ask yourself if we rely on our

conviction solely and strictly on Charles Cook, and the answer is no. Charles Cook

didn’t lead us to Dallas. No, that’s not a coincidence. That’s a lot of good, hard,
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 The majority erroneously attempts to distinguish Banks’s case from Kyles and United8

States v. Sipe, 388 F.3d 471 (5th Cir. 2004). However, Kyles and Sipe are not materially
distinguishable:  Only their procedural histories are different (resulting from the courts’
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solid police work. That’s a lot of hours sitting and waiting for somebody that you

suspect to make a wrong move.”    

Because the Farr-related and Cook-related evidence suppressions and the

total prosecutorial misconduct related to those suppressions, considered

collectively, not just  individually item by item, could reasonably be taken to put

the whole case in such a different light as to undermine confidence in the verdict,

there is a reasonable probability that, had the suppressed evidence been disclosed

to the defense, the result of the proceeding would have been different. Thus,

Banks has satisfied the  materiality and other elements of his guilt-phase Brady

claim and should be entitled to a new trial on his capital murder indictment. 

6.

Finally, the majority presents an assortment of unpersuasive arguments

against this opinion.  I respectfully address them as follows.  

The majority argues that by highlighting the weaknesses in the State’s case

against Banks, most notably the unexplained absence of the victim’s  Mustang

and the conclusory testimony of the State’s ballistics expert, I have somehow

raised new claims that “in effect, seek to re-try[] this case.” See maj. op. at 25.

Agurs, as discussed above, requires that the “materiality” inquiry consider the

suppressed evidence in light of the entire record.  See Agurs, 427 U.S. at 112.  The

“touchstone of materiality is a ‘reasonable probability’ of a different result,” which

is “shown when the government’s evidentiary suppression ‘undermines confidence

in the outcome of the trial.’” See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 434.  To determine whether

confidence in the verdict is undermined by the suppression, we must necessarily

evaluate the strength or weakness of the State’s other evidence of guilt.  See id.

at 451-53; see also Strickler, 527 U.S. at 293.  8
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piecemeal resolution of Banks’s various Brady claims), and those procedural distinctions are
irrelevant here.  This case, like Kyles and Sipe, involves multiple pieces of suppressed,
favorable evidence and prosecutorial misconduct that, when considered cumulatively, are
material for purposes of Brady.  In other words, the unique procedural history of this case does
not alter Kyles’ requirement that we collectively consider all of the official misconduct in
suppressing favorable evidence to determine whether the prosecution’s misconduct
undermines confidence in the verdict.  
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The majority next asserts that we should not consider the Supreme Court’s

statements that the Cook transcript shows that Cook had been “intensively

coached,” subjected to an “interrogation,” and that his “testimony had been

tutored by Banks’s prosecutors”; and that the transcript “would have allowed

Banks to discredit” Cook, an “essential prosecution witness.”  Banks, 540 U.S. at

675, 685. The majority argues that these statements are, in effect, only dicta and

“not the law of the case with respect to the Cook-transcript Brady claim.” See maj.

op. at 46.  

First, even assuming arguendo that the these statements are merely dicta,

we should only reluctantly disregard the Supreme Court’s assessment of the

transcript and its impeachment value.  See United States v. Becton, 632 F.2d 1294,

1296 n.3 (5th Cir. 1980) (“We are not bound by dicta, even of our own court. . . .

Dicta of the Supreme Court are, of course, another matter.”); see also Schwab v.

Crosby, 451 F.3d 1308, 1325 (11th Cir. 2006) (explaining that “there is dicta and

then there is dicta, and then there is Supreme Court dicta,” which is “not

something to be lightly cast aside,” and collecting courts of appeal decisions

expressing similar sentiments).  And we should be especially hesitant to disregard

the Supreme Court’s “dicta” discussing this very case.  

Second, we must decide whether there is a reasonable probability that

Banks could have used the Cook transcript to impeach Cook’s testimony and, as

a result, cause the jury to discredit Cook’s testimony.  Certainly, when a decisive

majority of the Supreme Court describes the transcript as showing “intensive

coaching” and “interrogation,” and as providing “compelling evidence that Cook’s
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testimony had been tutored by Banks’s prosecutors,” it is at least reasonably

probable that the jury could have reached the same conclusion as to the transcript

-- thus causing it to discredit Cook’s testimony and, having discredited the State’s

primary evidence against Banks, to reach a different outcome, including a lesser

alternative verdict. 

The majority disagrees that Cook and Farr provided crucial, uncorroborated

testimony against Banks during the guilt phase of the trial.  Certainly, marginal

portions of Cook’s testimony were corroborated; for example, that Cook sold a

pistol to his neighbor, or that Banks was seen driving a Mustang in Dallas on the

weekend of April 12.  The majority uses these partial corroborations, however, to

obscure the fact that the most salient portions of Cook’s testimony were

completely uncorroborated, including his testimony to Banks’s confession and

linking of the murder weapon to Banks. In particular, the majority overlooks the

importance of Cook’s testimony  relating Banks’s confession to the jury.  As the

Supreme Court observed in Arizona v. Fulminante, 499 U.S. 279 (1991), “A

confession is like no other evidence. Indeed, ‘the defendant’s own confession is

probably the most probative and damaging evidence that can be admitted against

him’ . . . . While some statements by a defendant may concern isolated aspects of

the crime or may be incriminating only when linked to other evidence, a full

confession in which the defendant discloses the motive for and means of the crime

may tempt the jury to rely upon that evidence alone in reaching its decision.”  Id.

at 296 (quoting Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S. 123, 139-40 (1968) (White, J.,

dissenting)).  

The majority further argues that Farr’s testimony during the guilt phase

was of little importance because it was corroborated by the testimony of Marcus

Jefferson, who accompanied Farr and Banks on the trip to Dallas.  However, this

argument overlooks Farr’s secret paid police informant  role and the prosecutorial

misconduct in covering it up. If the truth about Farr had been revealed at trial,
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 The majority’s attempt to paint Jefferson as a stalwart witness, see maj. op. at 54-56,9

is not supported by the record.  Jefferson was a young 19 year old tag-along whose credibility
would not have survived had Farr been unmasked at trial as Deputy Huff’s stooge.  He could
not remember the date or even the month that he went to Dallas with Banks and Farr.  See
Trial Tr. at 2086-87.  He testified on direct examination:

Q. Okay, when he came back from the house, did he have anything with
him?

A. No, I didn’t see nothing with him. 
Q. Okay, did Delma say anything to you or to Robert Farr at that time?
A. No. 
Q. He did not make a statement to you at that time concerning the object

that he had picked up?
A. No. 
Q. Do you remember him making any statement to Robert while y’all were

in the automobile?
A. Not while we were sitting still. 
Q. Okay, after you were rolling, after you were moving, did he make a

statement?

Trial Tr. at 2089-90.  His testimony was interrupted at this point by defense counsel’s request
to approach the bench, and the district attorney subsequently requested to take up the matter
outside the jury’s presence.  Outside the presence of the jury, the district attorney attempted
to confront Jefferson with a written statement, but the trial court sustained an objection to
his reading it at that time.  The district attorney then asked Jefferson a series of questions
about what Banks said when they were driving off from the house.  See Trial Tr. at 2092-93.

The jury was brought back into the courtroom and Jefferson then testified, in front of
the jury, as follows:

Q. Did Delma Banks make any statement at that time to either you or to
Robert Farr or just to the occupants of the car in general?

A. No. 
* * *

Q. Did he state anything to you or to Robert Farr as you-all left the house?
A. Just that, what I told you [apparently referring to his examination

outside of the jury’s presence]. 
Q. Could you tell us again, please, sir?
A. [T]hat Two-two -- this Two-two dude gave him another gun.  He didn’t

have his.
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it would have discredited not only Farr’s testimony but that of Jefferson and

Deputy Huff, and perhaps the entire prosecution, as well.  In any event,  Jefferson

was a 19 year old ineffectual witness who added nothing to Farr’s perjury-laden

testimony.   In closing argument, the prosecution expressly relied on and vouched9
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Trial Tr. at 2095.  Contrary to the majority’s description of the testimony, it was not at all
clear from Jefferson’s testimony to whom the indefinite pronoun “his” referred.  Jefferson’s
testimony continued:

Q. Your honor, I’m not sure what his answer was, and I would ask him to
say it a little louder and distincter [sic], so that I can understand you
and the members of this jury can understand you, please, sir.  What did
he say when he came back from the door, as y’all were driving away?

A. He said that Two-two said that some girl had his gun, and so Two-two
gave him another gun.  

Trial Tr. at 2096.
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for the truthfulness of Farr’s testimony while barely mentioning Marcus

Jefferson’s.

* * *

In assessing the significance of the prosecution’s suppression of  evidence

favorable to Banks, it must of course be borne in mind that not every item of

evidence introduced by the State would have been directly undercut if the truth

about the Cook and Farr  evidence and official misconduct had been disclosed. It

is important, however, that the circumstantial evidence remaining unscathed

would hardly have amounted to overwhelming proof that Banks was guilty of

capital murder.  The inconclusiveness of the physical and circumstantial evidence

and the lack of  confidence in the credibility of the testimony by Cook and Farr

does not, of course, prove Banks’s innocence. Whether the unaffected evidence

remaining after the impeachment of Cook’s and Farr’s testimony is sufficient to

support a conviction of capital murder is debatable.  But the issue is not whether

the State would have had a case to go to the jury if it had forthrightly disclosed all

evidence favorable to Banks. Rather, the question is whether one can have

confidence in the jury’s verdict in light of the prosecution’s suppression of evidence

that could have been used to impeach the credibility of two witnesses crucial to its

case and of the prosecution’s further misconduct in covering up and capitalizing

on that suppression of evidence. Because the prosecution knowingly relied on two
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perjurious witnesses to prove the core of its capital murder case, knowingly

misrepresented to the jury that Cook and Farr had been vetted and found truthful

by the State, and continued to hide and capitalize on that perjury and suppression

of evidence favorable to Banks up until the federal habeas proceedings, “fairness”

cannot be stretched to the point of calling this a fair trial.

The majority sincerely states that it does not condone the prosecution’s

concealment of its witnesses’ perjury and other exculpatory evidence. But the

state condoned all of this wrongful conduct in obtaining Banks’s conviction of

capital murder through the violation of his constitutional rights. Thus, the state

should be required to rectify this constitutional wrong by providing Banks a new,

fair guilt phase trial. 

  For these reasons, I respectfully dissent.              


